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VOL. XIV.-NO.

HOLLAND,

27.

Rumors ot new business blocks

LOCAL ITEMS.
Have you donned your

—

We understandestimates have

winter clothing?

and some
Everybody

predicts better timet this block to be

fall.

I Am

to be

—

given

been

new Boggs on next Wednesday evening,

material secured for a

commenced early next

The

spring. | Should the weather permit there will be

1

circuit court

its.

isr

has been in

to

Draft aid XtfdlclMi.

were kindly Invited to attend and enjoy
the picnic with the school, which invita-

^

tb(| praceedl of lhl, loc|„

Spring goe| lowwd heIplng comp],,, ih,

G. R. V. Medical Society.

|m.

session

Lake 'where they .pent the day Plcilh'"*-pr0Tementa now being made on the par-

_
Mrs. P. Pfanstiehl has gone on

^

Grand Rapid., derstlod

on a special train en route for

| __

market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fiah streets.

We

apoiling the ocoasionfor plcnictng.

^

,

thle city laat Saturday from

n&ACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and thin week
I> dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce, fflpheat wec*‘

k

E. Church tinned during the balance of the day,

will be held at the residence of Mr. T. J.

Sailboatsprovided so that those in attend- tion we abould gladly have accepted but
Tb* commerci.l trawler, of Watern
hlT# , ,bort |lU on tlle bly dur for the rain.
rain was received last Michigan end their wive, passed through
eTeolog. It li hoped that all uu-

Sunday.

CoamluloBMtrehut.

1885:

ice cream social for the benefit of the train a drizzling rain set la and con*

UM

Much needed

8,

erected in this city next season are afloat, the parsonage fund of the M.

A Weekly Hewepeper rpeUlehed
erery letardey.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

Monday morning camper,

at

Macatawa *<»**<> A

general invitation la extended

a visit

Dakota.

park were nearly froze out, and In

aplte

of the cold weather some five or six

new

.

'

10 *"•

On Tuesday

last

the Grsnd River

V al-

ley Medical Society met In the parlors of
the City Hotel in annual session. There

were about fifteen members of the society

named present. The election of officersresulted
m follows: Presideut, Dr. D. Birkhoff, of
Campers arrived every day this week___
Laura Inman, formerly of Oliva townfor
a
term
at
our
most
popular
and
.
.....
1
^
.wl
____
_
a.1,^1
Overisel; Vice Prealdent, Dr. W. B. Godslciansprescriptionscarefullyput ^^ghth 8t. rain or shine.
ship, was sent to the Reformed School
llghtfulsummer resort,Macatawa.
frey, of Hudson ville; Secretary,Dr. W.
fTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, MedlGirls at Adrian by Justice Den
V clnes,Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietorof Dr. W. A large excursion from Graid Rapids The Grand Haven papers want the for
Swemer, of Graafschap; Treasurer, Dr.
Uyl on Wednesday last. The girl was
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. RItct Street,
^ expected to-day.
A. H. Weston, of Byron. It wm decided
business men of that community to form ruined by her father some four years ago
TTTALSH, HKBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;s
VV full stock of goods appertaining to the bus- Yesterday the track at |he fair a syndicate and purchasea piece of laud who is at present serving a three year1! to bold the next meeting of the society at
iness.
Hudson ville. The balance of the time
grounds were surveyedand staked out.
on the shore of Lake Michigan and lay sentence at the state prison at Jackson for
wm occupied loan interchange of ideas
Furaitur#.
out a park so that weary citizens can re- incest. The girl was adopted by a kindly
This has been a week of the most dlsaon subjectsof interestto physicians and
gale themselves during the summer season, disposed lady of this city, but could do
ME kinds $ ^FurnU u re/cn rial
Paper, | greeable weather ot the summer season.
oothlng towaru
Qoiuing
toward rcioriuiug
reforming uei
her uuu
and had
unu to
w In spiriteddebates on the practice of medCarpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River tit.
f Peaches have been shipped in consider- make oompiaiQt| The glri ^ much pieawd icine. The session wm a very pleasant m
Harvesting is about over and farmers
drairsl Dssleri.
able quantity from this city during the at g0lng t0 Adrian where ahe wm taken well m profitableone for the docton who
are begioningto thrash and hiyvest their
all seemed to take a great deal of interest
^AN PUTTEN, G. A SONS. General Dealers in
past week. The American Express Com- yC8jerday morning by Marshal Vaupell.
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hals and | grain.
in the society. On Wednesday those
pany have made every arrangement
»»
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
The Knights of Labor of this city have the convenienceof the fruit shipper and | \yB have received a very handsomely remaining spent the day at Macatawa
Botsli,
placed a “Society Card” In the News. the rates to Chicago are comparatively printed book, “A lake tear to picturesque Park.
/IITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors. K. , „
low.
I Mackinac,” which is a model of work in
\J The only
UjMfiret-class hotel iu the city. Is lo- 1 Keaa It.
. Boys Arrested.
cated in the business contor of the town and has
one of the largest and beat ample rooms In the
Baldhead park. Saugatuck,is “boom the “art preservative of arta.” The en*
Monkey,
hand
organ, and grinder
state, Free bus Id connection with the hotel.
Holland like most of her sister cities
log” to all reports. People who cannot graving! are very fine and numerous. The
amused the little folks on the streets last
T)H(BNIX HOTEL. Jas.
find accommodationsat Macatawa flock book la issued by the Cleveland Steam has a great deal of trouble with hodlumi—
JT Located near the C. & W r. aSv SepotlTas I Tuesday afternoon,
to Baldhead in crowds of two and three I Navigation Company, who run a line of boys, who are neither boys nor men, but
good facilities for the travelingpublic, and iu
tablets unsurpassed. Free hack for accommoTen thousand dollars has been raised in every day. At this rate the “deserted vll- m0flt cle2*nt steamers from Cleve^ simply young ruflans,who think their few
dation of guesu.
Muskegon the pasf week toward securing age” wlllibloom into a full grown city in f lan(* and Detro,t to the historicIsle of year^entltlethem to the freedom of the
Livny sal Silt SUllii.
rfimuaityand that all overt acts they
a week or
| Mackinac.All readers contemplatingthU
the Soldiers’Home.
mmitwlll be overlooked as limply inTT AVERKATE, G. J., Llvcrj and Boarding
moat pleasing and interesting trip should
XL Stable. Fine rigs and gwM horses can alnocent
child's play. For seme time a
Grand Haven people are catching
for one of these books to
way. be relied on. On Fish itreet, n«r Scott'. | A 6MALL P"* of rolle.r 'kllter8,rom
hotel.
I Saugatuck visited the rink at Macatawa
tereff
camping fever. As many as five or tlx Whitcomb, Detroit. Ye editor is con- band of these young fellows have peat
ugs aj^Medl
TVOESBURG.J.O.Dealer In Drugs
Phy\J clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes

,

y

parties arrived and “drove their stakes”

j

b

"

/

two.

the

vtibbelink, j. H., Livery and

1

Grove

title stable;

Market.

Jr

Ninth street, near

•

yAmeMAL.LK',
Ninth streets.

‘

m.'ctfrneryr
.

btioiui.

-

Saturday night.

----

camps are located on the beach of Lake

—

•

"W*1 ,he P“llme'
~~
mm*" n .
The proceedings of the Board of Edu,

Co^ve^'d cation of last Monday
1

’

evening, were

|

c.y

templatlnga

Michigan near the “sandy city.” The
Cutler House is doing sn average summer | The
businees but does not come up to the ex- season

our laaai P'oplc

I

street. 1

cessFlonr.Ntar foot of Eighth

last

The Star Skating Rink was open last
Monday evening and quite a number of

Xt&ufiotorUi,Mllli, Shops, Itc.

PASr^

for

.

•

lv

girl of fifteen years,

de-

.

n

_

A young

,

re-

celved too late for insertion in this issut^

proprietors.

trip there in the

nearr future.
fuiure people of the First Ward, but their conduct
came to a bait it Is hoped on iMt Monday.

yield of wheat in this locality this
has been unprecedentedand

Five of them

many good

were engaged in having a

time at the grain elevator of Walsh,

De Roo & Co., near the depot. They
amouot of grain they have. One thrasher were breaking windows, smubing doors,
. George, a thirteen-year-oldson of Rev. in Drenlhe reporU tbat in thrashing thus
and generallyhaving a “blow but," when
G. Dangremond,while playing with some far he hag nQ{ come acroM a |lngle fleld of
Marshal Vaupell and Mr. C. J. De Roo
companions last
wbeat that has averaged up loss than Fcime Upon Xhtm and gathered them In.

pectations of the

|

farmers are agreeably surprised at the

Wednesday

The

nation mourns to-day and every was thrown down and both bon®B of h18 twenty.flVebqshels to the acre and in' They were taken before Esquire Fairbanks,
At wKi^Sto™,
““1 b*mlet in ‘be l.nd 1. holding right fore arm were broken. T e. frac | aome |n8laiiceg tbe yjgid ba8 averaged wb0( afler having eliciteda promise of fuon Eighth
| memorial services on the death of Genera
ture was reduce! by Dr. R. B. Best who ^^y.Qyg bushels per acre. Mr. A. Ryab, j
conduct from each one, let them
reports his patient a* doing nicely.
TT'REMERti,H... Physician and Surgcon. Res- Grant.
of Salem, reporta a field of twenty -six dopart on gmpanded sentence after paying
JA. idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market tit.
acres on his farm from which he hM ^e coats which were but small. It is to
Ko!™ tarn's A me to
£om MO
FaR«krs now is (be time yon promised f We have sent out wveral hundred do!
thrashed one thousand and sixty-six bush- be hoped that in the future the boys will
to pay your subscription.
need I lars in bubscriptiou bills this week, and
(his lesson and will recollect
money and you will oblige us by paying all wto get a statement will please re els or an average of forty-one bushels to
the
acre.
This
is
a
yield
that
will comroamlngv
the streets constantly and
Eleventhstreets, fonneny occupied by the late Dr.
Ijfaember that by paying promptly they
JjOQqOOWs
pare favorablywith that In most any lo- 1 bad companionswill bring nothing but
'will greatly accnmjmidalp. per It takes

street.

I

ture

Kw’

'«

pUm

We

prodt

promptly.
R. E. W erkman

Watch* asi Jnrilry.
li REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker. Jeweler,and

£kiSS.UuCI

l!00d“-

Corn" or

U

1. raising aud

and Tenth
H., dealer in Watcbta,Clocks,
V
Jewelry and tipectacles, cor. Ninth and Cedar streets.

cality.

pulling
a

brick foundation under the pboenix I

“"HcheapCii.ilStore on

TX7YKBUYSEN,

^

the corner of River

|

W|jg

-peri and we have several
d(]e Wake up and pay. ifce

lma„ amount j0U owe

The

u.,

Ssrvicei.

of the

.

.1

-

^

lerica are mournltif

The steamer Cora

.

Fuller hM been taken

as

t'arK.

jMtitf.

in the eMtern part

trouble and dis|

streets.

Despite the cold, rainy and disagree!- ...
. « . a. j _t„
ki
i™1* lbe route on Mucatawa bay and will
e wea er o
nrflnd R-nida ntrthm from here to Snugatucl heretosold ninety-five tickets al Grand R“Pldsjfore ,nI10UDced. C.pt. Fuller ha. ..ken
for Macatawa
^ ^ ^ Mu9ke20I1|wbere he will run

V

late fires

I

|

|

1^^ AtbyHolland~~the committeelMt
^
^ ^

...
.land.
would be of litUe consequence
to. puring train which would run over it #ek

line of hose

ap-

b#en
(b(i

praparatlou ,8r
Pessink Bros.’ peanut roMter and her
a ferry boat on Muskegon Lake. and cut it to plac* and might in codk- mik| ^
X. 0- Of 0. !\
qu.DC..b.th.
mMn.ofd..troyiugv.luahe,d btn, Th,
Holland City Lodge, No. m, independentbeater is proving quite profitable to them. Capt. Hopkins will remain with us in this
Order of Odd Fellows, holds its regular
. .
. .
____
by the commlltoe la a
at u^FWow’a Hath faofiand,MtS., on Tuesday | They have sold an astonishingamount of | city and will retire from the boat business, beproperty through delay In "P'*®1"*
eveningof each week.
he line.
mo^c.llint one. Th. Rrrlce, wUl be
brothett are COrS!ttedi, N. G.
--------- —
Rumor says that Capt. W. L. Hopkins
rN'“,,,d by ‘he
held UUt. grove o» the coll^ cwpua
wh|ch
L. D. Baldoi, R.
A colored man, with wearing apparel bas leased the Germania hotel of H. Koe- pl«e wide ho« box« under tkc track

8.

•

F.

*

,

-

I

I

of every hue, struck

A. K.

.

-

meetings °

* HrT|cM ^

|K_

^

I

our city last Satur- nigsburgand

will

open the hotel shortly twMD to. tlee w that

jobs.

Knights of Labor.
Harmony Aaaemhly,No. 8,719. of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellowa’ Hall every week. All com-

We

0Ut

_

P

t

me may come, when toe ho*

J

.

,

ie of toe utmo.t

__
Imporunce.
.

TH. accommodation,of
Macatawa Park

to. hotel,

are totally ln«l.qua<.

^

‘"4

to

R

busiiiesa

“4

ptM.

Mk C L WARtoo win
t.

"main Uu."

dUpatcher

at this riatton,go* to

visit his parents in

Tecumseb, Mich., next

ittry Friday by B. J. Harrington.)

5m

.
4e’W“

Burch, of

|

done neatly and correctly,and onr work

tow|td

meet! with approval everywhere.We

|

Sit^ij , W

BeedJ^^jewWbaU

100 1*.

,

»1 .'«) i

.

W'n

"T

^

^
**

*

“4“4

Cb,P““

01,7

'

“T1

°

P",14eDlp*”4

on

jamlnse, clothier,of Grand Rapids, Mich.

(()

do

„„

|biI#

credit 0D tb, dtf ln )hl,

_
B*

•»
”T

atay. Ten thotuand people have vUtted 5"P®
the Park thu. fartoU ««on, and hotel I J*'
to

accommodationsfor flve hundred gueata
would be barely euffleientto aupply

industry. Give iu year printing.

t*U

W-

...

C?

P famille..ThV “boom"
cupled by

.Ull

continues and innumerable rumor* of ex-

1

“‘Ranter,

foltow':

of

eSeJJ,n erP’v,Pr!|* “.f.

the city will

A

“!a

*.

°.1

1
will to

J^7”-

b^ln

2
,

cbul"

to

j?*?11

a 7

,

!

pwldant

«

Grain, Feed, Xto.
- (WBOLBSALB.)
(OomcUd evtry Friday by W. H. Stack.)
Buckwheat, 40c; bran, MJ00 Da., 68c; Barley
« 100 fee.,«$1.00;Cloyer eeed, Wbu. $4.W; Corn
jo'i tin”

w

at
“-1'1*

Mondsy morning. He will be gone two
Applet, 60c; Beau, 80c. $1.00; Butter, 8,10c;
weeki.
Db. R. B. Beer hM sold e half interest for a few days at • time. The cettages
Egg*. 19c; Honey, 12c; Onions, ttc; Poutoes,
are all full and engaged ahead for the
20c. New Poutoes,30c.
in kls drug store in the First Ward to lir.
R. N. Dk Merrill hM moved into his, _
kBITAIL.
new quartere and hM set Mlde the front
f
& -

v

Iut dwe,„Dg

Hon. M. C.

hove, will O'*"4 ^P14*Ior*UonThe procession will be-fonned at Lycemn
|
* o,cloclti ,n char|a o{ LUaUust

m

Prodnoo, Eto.
(WHOUaiLS.)
(OomcUd

dMire that our

ho.ecoud l«

under the track when needed. Thl* m»‘' laC4 on earth.
ter may be of no consequence now, but a

^

^

men should accommodategu*U who deeir. to .tay at ?ot'' » AJohn Pieters, who at present Is em- bear in mind that we do job printing of thia beautifuland popular reaort. The
Bpe*k*r' kl*70r
addressed to
ployed
clerk In Bosnian’s clothing binds. Everythingin the printing line
Hamomr Lock Box,
room. all occupied and coU have to be °°mm°n C#a“cU'
Holland, Mich. store, hM accepted a position, with Ben- iB done at the News office. All work is
prepared nightly for too* who are bouod I “uc,‘lo“'

97-j

municationsshould b«

f7.be- (he
run (lie

1'“d.tcomp‘nJr

«

Regular Communicationof Unity LodOi, day and has been paintingold chairs, ua boarding house. There 1^ no reason
No. 19i;F. A A. M., will be held at Maaonlc Hall
calling at each house for
| wbj the captain should not make a good
Hollano, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wedneada;
evening*. Jan. bti, Feb. tf, March 88, April 2^
landlord, and in the event of his taking
Mayfr?: June 84, July 22. Aug. 18, Sept. 28, Oct. 21.
Ths
Teichere’ lu.titute(or ‘his county hold o( tb9 .lKb(,el,. 0[ , boardlni; bouie
Nov.
. 18, Dec. 16. tit. John.s days June 24, and
Dec. 27.
bu been in session at Grand Haven ibis | w( bope be wn| |tMr a ,|r,i|.bt coune to
O. Bbitxan, W. M.
week. A number or teachera from tbl. succeaa prosperity.
>. L. Boyd.Ac'v.
locality have been In attendance.

A

^

m

^

D.; Music, vocal, “Sleep Thy

,

of

D
Last

Sleep,” choir; Address,Hon. M. O. Burch,
assortmentof good cigar* added. They cursions and contemplated excursionsto of Grand Rapids; Aisle, vocal, “Nearer^
A large excursion from Allegan to I will undoubtedly make good use of the Macatawa fill the air. Let her “beom.” My God to Thee,” choir and aMemblage;
Macatawa park ia billed for Thundaj, columne of the Nxwi to keep the public in
AddreM, (Holland,)Rev. John Van der
frMd.w’
Methodist Church Picnic.
August 18. Judgiig from the Allegan formed as to what they have to offer to
Meulen, Ebenezer; Mosic, vocal, “Peace
papers the excunion will be the largest | eustomara.
Last Thursday the Methodist Church at LMt,” choir; Beoadletion,chaplain.
ever visitingMacatawa park.

which Sabbath School of this city held their The mnaic for the occasion will be under
annual picnic at Macatawa park, together | the direction of Mr. D. Gilmore, and will
BBTA1L.
with the Second St. Methodist Church be rendered by a special choir of twenty
d$y it rained. Every day since hM been Sabbath School, of Grand Rapids. Tb* voices. It Is hoped that all buainan will
which they are selling at greatly reduced
one of unpleasant weather which finally day opened with a dark and gloomy sky, be suspended daring the boar* ot the fuprice*. Remember thia young man when
100 bu, 86': Oats,' 40c;
ended on Thursday with a continuous and foreboded rainy and disagreeable oiral and that all citizenswill pay]
$6.00; Rye, 48c; Timothy you want to treat your “beat girl.”
shower lasting nearly nine hour*. The weather. Bat not discouragedthe school
A meeting of the Holland fire departand mud laft in large number* for the park on the
of the trulj mlr- ment will be held in the rooms of Eagle
Con- eight o'clock boat. With the 10 o’clock
HaarGo. No, 1, Monday evening next.
_
A full attendance is requested.By order
had >ui Willi an their
riv*. Aboutthetlmeof the arrival of
of
A cold wave

arrived last Sunday

,

_

m

V.

_

^

;v
aw
'

'

-L

/;
f

.

lands

in the Cheyenne and Arapreservationin forty davs.

should name the pall-bearers,and that the
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
only suggestionshe would make was that
The strict enforcement of the order id ease any prominent Union officerlike
About 200 Consuliurposts yet remain to
would be a virtualdestruction to the cattle Gen. Sherman be selected, a lead- be filled,mostly small agencies. It is now
interest, amounting to $1,000,000 in said ing Confederateofficer Jike Gen. Johnreservation,and that it would seriouslydis- stoi or Gen. Buckner
also in- intended to complete the rebrgnnizatfon of
HOLTjiND_____
CIXT. MIOHIGAN.
turb the finances of Kansas and Missouri. cluded in the list. Mrs. Grant’s wishes in the service by January. South American
/_*
trade will receive special attention, and
.Last Sunday’s storm was marked ill Chi- thlsregard’were
respected, the President
Consuls at ports on that continent, it is
cago by an nlmo-it phenomenal rainfall, the having appointed the following: Gen.
said, will be expected to make reports of a
gauge at the Signal- Service office marking | William T. Sherman, U. S. A.; Lieut. Gen.
nature valuable to business men.
5.58 inches for nineteen hours. This ecora , Philip H. Sheridan,U. S. A.; Admiral
Before his death, tho Mehdi designated
David D. Poiter, U. S. N.; Vice Admiral
has not been equaled for years. The sew
ers were pressed beyond their capacity, Stephen C. Rowan, U. S. N.; Gen. Joseph four chiefs to contiune the war in the Souand as a result many basements iu the E. Johnson, of Virginia; Gen. Simon B. dan, aud set aside 20.000,009 piastrestoA dispatch fiom Motmt MacGregor business and residence districts were Hood- Buckner, of Kentucky; Hamilton Fish, of ward defraying the expenses ____ A Biusso s
York; George
Childs, of journal assertsthat England has accepted
ed and much damage done ____ An agent of
Kays: The letter from Mra. Grant put in
the Postoffice Department attempted to sail Pennsylvania; John A. Logan, of Hlithe General's pocket when he was laid in from San Francisco on a Pacific Mail ho's; George Jones, of New * York; the Russian proposition to submit iho Zulficar question to the decision of the joint
hie coffin simply read: “Farewell, we meet steamer, with trunks containing mail for and Oliver Hoyt, of New York.
boundary commission.s ’I
A
severe
thunder-storm
prevailed
at
Mount
Mexico
and
Central
America,
for
wh;ch
again in a better world.- It also contained
A tremendous waterspoutpassed over
a lock of Mrs. Grunt’s hair. Mrs. Grant he offered to pay ns extra baggage. The MacGregor on the evening of the 30th ult.,
and
a
number
of
persons
were
struck
by
Transylvania
County, North Carolina, carpurser
declined
to
take
the
trunks
on
visited the remains Thursday morning, and
remained alone with them seven or eight board, and the mail was forwarded to its lightning,among them Gen. R. H. Jack- rying away bridges and wnsh'ng away
son and Col. W. Butler Bock, officers of houses. The water is said to h ive rolled
minutes. Then she wont to her room and distination via New Orleans
the regnl&r army, and Mrs. Fox, wife of a over the country in a perpendicu’arwall
remained there until evening, when
Philadelphia lawyer. All tbe victims will twelve feet high aud a quarter of a mi e
she again visited the remains .....
recover.
Dr. George F. Shrady, one of General
wide. The destruction of crops is com-

ft»

follaittl

$m,

ahoe

_

......

<

OCR POHTBtIT OALLEBT.
Mis. Rose K. Cleveland.
Miss Bose Elizabeth Cleveland, sister of
PresidentCleveland, and mistress of the

be

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

i

TUG £A«T.

W.

New

pendent of these accidents, one due to
circumstance never before occurring to any
person in the world. Her book, ^George
Eliot's Essays and Other Studies,” wept to
the sixth edition before it was published—
an honor hitherto unknown in the history
of literature. The seventh edition was issued within a week after the first publica-

-

THE SOUTH*

Grant’s medical advisers,publishes in the
There were 184 failures in the United plete iu the section over which tho storm
Three brothers, Ed, Bob, and Porter
Medical Record of Ang. 1 an extended Hawkins, called upon Horace Mullins, in States reported during the week, against passed.
review of the “surgical and pathological
A masked burglar entered the residence
215 in the preceding week, and 290, 155,
aspects of General Grant’s case." Ho Anderson County, Kentucky,and desired
of
the Hon. W. R. Morriam, at St. Paul,
believes that the disease had its inception to know if he had used foul language about and 305 in the corresponding weeks of
1884,
1883,
and
1882,
respectively.
About
their
sister.
The
four
men
began
firing
at
and
meeting that gentleman, tho burglar
in the mouth of June, 18B4, and gives
a succinct history of the progress once, two of the Hawkinses falling dead at 80 per cent, were thohe of small traders placed a . pistol to his head, comand treatment of the case from the day in the first shot, the third receiving slight whose papitnl was less than $5,000. In pelling him to point out his valuables,
October last when General Grant first called wounds at the second discharge.Mullins the principaltrades they were as follows: took his watch and diamond studs, and
on Dr. Fordyco Barker, his family phy- tscaned nnhurt..,.The walls of a rolling Grocers, 26; general stores, 21; liquors, then walked out of the frontdoor ____ Tho
sician, up to its fatal termination.It sug- miU at Sonth Wilmington,Del, fell, kill- 21; hotels and restaurants, 10; drugs, 8; land suit of King vs. Remington, which
gests no new Iheoriesin regard to the case, ing two men and wounding half a dozen hardware, etc., 8; clothing.7; produce and has been on trial for some time in the
provisions,7; tobacco and cigars, 6; lum- District Court at Minneapolis, Minn., and
and is rather intended to be a connected others,some of them mortally.
narrativefor the benefit of the medical proTwo. brothers named Heaton were ber and materials, 5; manufactures. 5: which involved $1,500,000 worth of propbooks, printing,etc., 5: shoes, 4; coal and
fession, being largely couched in terms
drowned near Huntsville, Tenu. One, wood, 4; crockery, 4; dry and fancy goods, erty, has beeu decided in favor of the
plaintiff____ According to the census refamiliarto that body.
who had been taken with a cramp and res- 4: furniture.4: grain and millers, 4; jew- cently completedin Wisconsin,the popu- An examination of the books of the late
cued, when he saw his brother sinking, elry, 4; millinery,4; markets, 4; carpen- lation of some of its important towns is as
Henry Conover, Assistant Cashier of the plunged in to assist him, and both per- ters and builders,3.
follows: La Crosse, 21,212; Fond du Lac,
Manufacturersand Traders’ Bank of Buffa- ished ____ Martha Brown, a young woman
The jury in the case of Riel, leader in 12,681; Madisou, 12,063; Appleton,10,907;
lo, has disclosedn defalcationof $74,000, in attendanceat a ball in Rogersville,
tion. Miss Cleveland is the youngest ol
tho Northwest Tenitory rebellion, returned Janesville,9,941.
the money having been abstracted from Tenu., was instantly killed by a bullet
The city of Toronto has been visitedby nine children. She was bom in Fayettea
verdict
finding
him
guilty
of
treason.
A
lime to time during several years. The from a revolver which fell from the pocket
the most destructiveconflagration in its ville, N. Y. She was carefully educated,
officials announce that the bank’s capital of a yonng man present upon the ball- dispatch from Winnipeg says: “The jury
graduating at Houghton Seminary. Then
retired at 2:15 p. m. At 3:15 there was a history.An hour after it broke out in
and surplusare unimpaired ____ The “Amer- room floor.
she became a teacher in that institution;
ican Benefit Association”and the “AmeriCharles Davis, George Jones, and murmur in the court, and it was whispered an eight-Bt<py glucose factory the flames then Principal of LafayetteCollegiate Inthat
the
jury
had
agreed.
All
was
bustle
can Benefit Society, ” insuranceconcerns
Mathilda Jones were executed for murder and excitement Riel prayed fervent- extended for half a mile along tho south stitution, Indiana, and then taught a private
of Boston, have been decided fraudulent
side of the Esplanade. Scores of vessels school in Pennsylvania,after which she
by the State Insurance Commissioner. at Plaquemine,La, The woman fell off ly, kneeling in his box, and looked of all kinds were moored at the docks, and commenced lecturingbefore classes. After
They take risks and collect assessments, the trap in a swoon before the prepara- unmoved as the jury entered. A verdict all were destroyed. Henry Wort, a private her mother's death, which occurred in 1882,
but pay no claims. They aie managed by tions had been completed and strangled of guilty was rendered Francis Cosgrove, watchman, is known to liaveperiKheaintheshe resided at the old homesteadat Holland
the same individual, and will be suppi essei to death, and after the drop fell foreman, crying like a child, announced that flames. The most exciting scenes were on
Patent, which she purchased out of the
.... One man was killed ond three injured in her horriblestruggles she clutched he was asked by his fellow- jurors to recom- the craft at the docks. The crews were cut
earnings of her own labor, and continued
by falling from a bucket in a shaft at the the bodies of the other culprits,whose mend the prisoner to the mercy of tho off by fire from the docks, and as the vessels
the work of lecturing' until called upon by
new aqueduct in New Tort
necks had been broken by the fall .... court The Judge said tho recommenda- caught fire they were forced to jump into her brother to assume the duties of mistreia
A New York dispatch of the 1st inst. A gang of masked men rode into the town tion would be consideredRiel was then the water and swim for their lives. So of the White House.
of Monticello, Go., and proceeded to the sentenced to be hanged Sept. 18 at Regina. rapidly did the fire spread that small boats
Bays: “Preparations for the great military
Hon. A. E. Stevenson.
jail where George Hopkins was confined. Jndge Richardson said he could hold out no
were consumed before they could be
pageant, which is to be the principalfeat- Placing the muzzles of their guns to the prospect of a reprieveor interferenceby her
launched, and the sailors in the water had
Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson,the newly apure cf the great funeral on the 8th, con- openings, they discharged hundreds of Majesty. Riel took tho result coolly. " ____ to depend upon their own strength until pointed First AssistantPostmaster General,
tinue with great zeal. With the exception buckshot into the wretch, who meanwhile A dispatch from Regina, NorthwestTerri- tugs from the outside could pi;-k them up. was bora in Kentucky in 1835, and removed
of the vast number of details which will was pleading for his life. Strange to say, tory, says: Gov. Dewdney has received a As it was, many of them were badly to Bloomington,111., when sixteen years of
now take care of themselves,these prepa- the jailer d d not learn of the tragedy until dispatch stating that eight whites had been scorched, and, it is feared, some fatally. age, where he studied law. He held various
butchered by marauding Indians thirty- The loss is estimated at over $1,000,000.*
State judicial offices, and was a candidate
rations may now be ca'led competed. he brought breakfast to the dead man.
eight miles south of Maple Creek, iu the
Colored
citizens
of
Vicksburg,
Miss.,
Gen. Hancock has appointed all his aids,
The followingtelegraphic correspond- for PresidentialElector on the McClellan
and is now occupied during every working in consequenceof threats said to have been CipresB Hills. It is believedthat the Inticket in 1864. In 1874 he was elected to
dians came on the victims by stealth, and ence passed between General Fitz Hugh
hour of the day in receiving and answermade against them, have adopted resolu- when a favorable opportunitypresented Lee and General Hancock:
ing applications for place in the line.
Governor's Isiand, N. Y., Aur.
One hundred and fifty dollars h is been tions demanding protection at the hands of itself pounced upon them. Some of the
offered for the use of a single window local merchants and land-owners,and attacked escaped by swimming and wading GeneralFitz Hngh Lee, Alexandria. Va,:
per"
Would It be agreeable to you to be appointed
on Broadway op the day of the funeral. threat®ling to emigrateen masse if it is across the narrow lake.
as aid on the occ sion of the ceremonies In
Sunday, August 2, “was memorial connectionwith the obseiulcs of General
The decora'ions of the City Hall, where the wit held ____ Near Lampasas, Texas, the
body is to lie in state, were finishedto-day discovery bos been made of a large a d ap- day at tho Grant cottage, and the family Grant? If it would, yon will Le ho announced.
1 Lase reply by telegraph.
and are very imposing. The building is parently inexhaustible bed of bituminous
W. 8. Hancock, Major General.
held a sacred service of prayer in the parRs'Suuiiui'-'
being girdled with electriclight, so that coal, the qualitybeing equal, if not superiAi e.canduia,Ya.. Aug. a.
lor
where
rested
tho
remains
of
the
old
or,
to
the
Indian
Territory
article.
the somber center of interest while lira reTo Gen. W. 8. Hancock,Mount MacGregor,
commander. A telegram from Mount MacN. Y.
mains lie there will be constantly illaYour te’egram received. I accept the posiGregor says:
minated. General Hancock issued an orThis afternoon the widow. asked that Dr. tion. because by so doing 1 can testify mv reder charging Major General Alexander
spect
for the memory o. a great poldler, and
• >
Newman should be scut lor. Wh nhecame,
Shaler with the formation of the escort colSecretary Lamar informed a delega- Mra. Grant reminded tho pastor that her dead tuns return, us far as I can. tho generous feelings
he
has
expressed
toward
the
poldiers
of
the
umn of troops, in which the army and tion of cattlemen that protests against the would be hers only n little while Ionizer,an i
Fitz Hugh Ltr.
asked him to be with the family while tnev
navy and commissionedState organizations
execution of the President’s forty- day re- leathered in the cottacreparlor to say their fareThe
storm
which
swept
over the West
will be represented.”
wells. Thus it was that abont two o'clock Mra.
moval
order
were
unavailing,and added Grant and her daughter and ejeh of her three proved very severe iu some of the Eastern
Miss Nellie Harrison, of New York,
the threat that withih a few days the pub- sons anl their wives were in the room with
States. At Camden, New Jersey, a number
left Boston for that city, cairying $18,000
the dead. Dr. Newman and wife were alsu preslic might expect to hear a great deal more
of
persons are reported to have been killed
ent.
The
family
surronnded
the
catafalco.
Mrs.
worth of jewelry in a hand sachel.which on this subject. 1
Grant, from a tab’e, brought her dead hus- or injured and hundreds of buildings
was stolen from her before she reached
The following order was sent out from band's Bible, which she opened and j awed to wrecked. Along both banks of the DelaDr. Newman. It was found that the book was
her destination. There is no clew to the
Washington on the 30th ult:
ojicncdat the eleventh chapter of Job. The ware River the elements wrought groat
thieves ..... In accordance with an act of
In reeoftnltionof the netlon’a loss in the death chapter wm read, and then the clergyman havoc. Off Greenwich Point the excursion
the Pennsylvania Legisloture defining the of LTyfMe-*8. Grant, and in participation of the reread the sixteenth and nineteenthversus, and
steamer, Major Reybold, carrying many
age at which boys may be employed in and lamentationand expression of reverence lor his then a prayer ot gratitude waa o'lered uppassengers, was struck by the storm, and
honored
memory,
all
postofflees
in
the
f-everal
gratitude
for
ths
beautiful
character
of
the
about coal-mines, 500 boys have been disStates and Territorirs of the Cnlon are ordered silent one. After this the entire family, there was towed to its dock at Philadelphia a dischatged from the collieries in the vicinity
to be closed between the hours of 1 and 5 p. m.
alone with their pastor, entered wltu h m into mantled hulk. During the gale tho captain
of Sbamokin....The Supreme Court of on Saturday,the 8th day of August, appointed a religiousconversation, and then each and all
New York decided that a loid of gypsy tor the celebration of his funeral obsequies, by dwelt upon rommlscenjcs recalled of the Gen- aud pilot were washed overboard, tho latter
beiiiglost.audWilliam Grassmore.of Salem,
eral's last iiekncBs.
paupers, landed there by a French boat, order of the Postmaster General.
A. fc. Btkvenkon,
A Now York teleuram of tho 3d Inst, fays: New Jersey, was struck by a flying timber
should be returned to France.
First Assistant rostraaster General.
It requires great watchfulness to prevent and fatally injured. At Baltimore, PhilaThe committee appointed to represent the re lo-huntcrsfrom aiming away tho bricks delphia,Reading, and other Eastern points, Congress, serv ing one term. He is a min
of stalwart health, under fifty years of age,
United States Senate ut the funeralof Gen. which are being used in the constructionor the the rainfall was heavy and the damage exwith business habits, and is a thorough-goin Riversidehark, designed for the last
Grant consists of Messrs. Morrill, Sher- vauit
restingplace of Gen Grant. Trading booths tensive ____ The population of Albany, N. Y., ing Democrat. He is a great personal friend
A CORRESPONDENT at Wnhpeton, Da- man, Logan, Ransom, Ingalls, Cockrell, have sprur-r up like mushrooms in tho immedi- according to the census just completed, is
of Postmaster General Vilas. He is an
kota, tells an interesting story of the suf- Hampton, Brown, and Munderson ____ Gen. ate n ighboruood,their proprietorsex- about 96,(KI0 ____ Jewish citizens of Now eloquent orator, a fine lawyer, and an acjeeting
to
reap
a
rich
harvest.
PresiBurdett, Grand Army Commander, defering in that pioneer section of the needy
dent Cleveland has extended a special lu- York propose to erect a monument to Sir complishedgentleman. He is a worthy declined to serve on the committeeappointed
vi ration to ex-PresidentsHayes and Arthur
Moses Montefiore iu Central Park.
scendant of the best Kentucky stock, possettlers who from lack of ready cash are at Washington to present resolutions of
to attend the funeral of General Grant. Mensessing frank and cheery manners which
compelled to borrow money from the Shy- protest against the interment of Gen. of-war will be stationed 1 the North River, and
ever win and make friends. Persons comfire salutes r.s the pr cession moves to the burial
THE MARKETS.
Iccks, who iu the end are almost certain to Grant at Riverside Park.
place. Hear Admiral Worden has been aping before him on department business
seize the victim’s land ____ Lessees on the
Washington telegram: Referring to the pointed lb oneef the pall-bearers in place of \ ice
NEW YORE.
will always feel easy in his presence.
Cheyenne and Arapahoe strip, at a meetr dinlihl Rowan, nnable to serve on accountof
Beeves ...........................
$4.50 <a 6.w
«
ing at Kansas City, appointed a committee regretsthat have been expressedin some ill-health, iicneral Joseph E. Johnston,one of Hoos .............................4.60 & 5.25
James B. Kimball.
to po to Washington and if possible seenre quArters that Gen. Grant is not to bo buried iho Confederatepall-bearers, telegraphed fro n Wheat-No. 1 White .............08 <0 .‘J9
Hand, Oregon, that he is on his way East.
No. 2 Red. ............... 99 @ LOO
James B. Kimball, the newly appointed
from the Presidenta longer term than in his uniform, with one of his swords by lo.
At the memorialservic-raat Angus a, Me., Mr. Corn— No. 2 ....................... 52 & .54
Director of the Mint, was born in Salem,
fony days wherein to remove their stock. his side, and to the supposition that no'ie Blaine will deliver tho address.
Oats— White ..................... 41 & .45
Mass., in 1836. He graduated at Harvard
It is said the President declined to modify of his uniformsor swords are available for
Pork -New Mess .................11.50 @M.25
University and at the Mining School of
his proclamation.
Lard ...............................06!$® .07
that purpose, because they were all turned
FOKKEIGK.
CHICAGO.
Freiburg, Saxony, and in 1857 graduated
A drove of cattle wrecked a train near over to the Governmentsome months ago
Beev es— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.50 <$6.00
with the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Good Shipping ......... 6. CO & 5.50
Delphi, Ind., the engine and bapgngo car with his other militaryrelics, Adjutant
A native so'dieratBombay,having been
at the famous University of Gottingen.
Common.
...............
3.75
@
4.50
G neral Drum said to an Apsociuted Press
tumbling down an embankment.The
reported for misconduct,took his revenge Hoos ............................ 4.50 <$5.oo
reporter that any or all of them are at ths
Flour— Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 6.00 6.25
fifty passengers escaped unhurt, but Bagdisposal of Mrs. Giant, while they remain by shooting and killing two sergeants,after
Prime to Choice Spring. 4.00 4.25
gage-master Bobinson was severely inin the War Department awaiting the action which he murdcre 1 his wife, and ended Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............87 & .87^
jured. The financial loss is $40,000.
of Congress.
the tragedy by firing a bullet into his own Corn— No. 2. ...................... <5 & .46
OATS-No. 2. ...................... 25 & .27
John Edie, 72 years o’ d, and worth $50,The criticisms of the Naval Advisory brain. ...A German officer has been arrest- Rye— No. 2 ........................ 58 ($ .59
f 00, living near Philadelphia,Ohio, hanged
ed as a spy by the Russian authorities of Barley-No. 1 .................... 65 <$ .67
Board upon the report of the Dolphin
Jaeobstadt,on the Baltic. Documents Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17 & .18
himself in his barn, owing to domestic
Board of Examiners,together with the re- proving tho character of his mission aie
Fine Dairy ............. 13 0 .16
troubles....Maud S. trotted at Cleveland
Cheese— Full Cream, new. ....... 08J$i$ .09
ply of the latter, have been made public by said to have been found upon bis person.
Light Bklmmed .........
.04
in 2:08^. lowering her record half a second.
Secretary Whitney. The Advisory Board ... .A Dublin dispatch states that the Reg- Eoos— Fresh ...................... 10 & .11
The quarter was reached in 32j|, the half
insists that the Do’pbiu is exceptionally istrar General's quarterly return estimates Potatoes— New, per brl ......... i.oo <$ 1.10
in 1:04£, and the three-quartersin 1:35&.
strong structurally,
and capable of the fnll the present population of Ire.and at4,UJ4,- Pork-Moss ......... f ............ 10.00 ($10.25
Lard .............................6.50 & 6.76
Simon Harris, the Chicago attorney
and holds 342.
TOLEDO.
who has been filing libel suits against jourconstruction
The two political partiesin England are Wheat— Na 2 Red...: .......... .94 0 .95
Corn—
Na
2
......................
.46 0 .48
uals and persons in Ohio until the aggre- is one “for congratulation, not condemna- reported as much divided,-the attitudeof
.30 & .31
Oats-No. 2 ............. ...
tion"....Attorney General Garland, in an
MILWAUKEE.
gate reached nearly $2,000.0 JO, was delared
opinion just transmittedto Secretary several of the leaders toward tho Paruell- Wheat— Na 2 .................... .87 0 .87*
ins me at Cincinnati,and taken by friends
Lamar, holds hat the InteriorDeportment ites being the canse of the division.Lord Corn-No.2 .................... .45 & .46
to u sanitarium. . .Hot weather, attended
has no power, under the law. to authorize Randolph Churchill has been severely Oatb-No.2 ...................... .26 & .27
by frequent severe storms, prevailel
.68 0 .59
the Indians to lease their lands for grazi g criticisedby the Tories for his efforts Rye— Na i .......................
Barley— N o,-2 ................... .58 0 .60
throughout the We|t last week. Numerpurposes.
to
conciliate Parnell and securs him Pork— Mess ......................
010.20
i
aoo
ous cases of snnftffoke and heavy losses
..
si. louib,
as
an
ally.
Nearly
all the provincial
from wind and ightning are reported from
Tory election agents have seat remon- Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ $8 0 .99
various points. • The damage intlicte l npon
COBN-Mixed..................... 41 & .42
strances to the Marquis of Falisbuiy, Oats— Mixed ..................... .24
.25
growing crops in Minnesota,Dakota, and
In calling the Virginia Democratic State the Premier, and the result has been that RY* .............................. .64 0 .68
Wisconsinis verv great ____ Valentine Wag14.00 016.00
Churchill has agreed to submit more closely Hay— Old Timothy ...............
ner was executed in the penitentiaryat Co- Convention to order at Richmond, ConPOBK-Mess ................
10.18 010.75
lumbus, Ohio. The doomed man was with gressmanBarbour referred in compliment- to party discipline. He has. however, seOINCINNATL
cured
the consent of his more aged party Wheat— No. 2 Red, New. ......... 94 0 .96
difficulty prepared for his fate. Ho had to ary terms to the administration.
Capt managers to advocate a policy embracing Coen— No. 2. ...................... 48 0 .0
be carried to the trap, and then tried to lie Robert H. Crockett was made temporary
Oats— Mixed ............. ...... , .26 0 .28
down, struggling like a maniac while the Chairman and H. R. Pollard permanent looil governmentreform and reform in the Byb-No. 2 Fril ................... 60 0 .62
British land laws. It is predicted that in
officers were adjusting the rope. His neck Chairman. On the first ballot Gen. Fitz
Pork— Mess, jit ................. 10.50 010,75
During the war he served as Assistant Adtime he will form a coalition with
DETROIT.
was broken by the fall, and death was in- Hugh Lee was nominated for Governor.
6.60 0 6.00
jutant General on the staffs of Generals
Parnell and Chamberlain, aud aim to Flour..... ...................
stantaneous.
Patrick,McClellan, Burnside, Hooker, and
become a leader independentof Conserva- Wheat-No. l White .............94 0 .95
Corn— Na 2..., .............
47 0 .48
AT a meeting at Kansas City the ifayor
Meade, respectively. His reputation as a
tives and Tories. In the Liberal party the Oats-No.2 White ................ 35 & .87
and Common Council Kent a dispatch to
more advanced Radicals are urging the POBK-New Mess....: ...... 1L00 01L5O
INDIANAPOLIS.
President Cleveland, who, at the re- adoption of a platform which shall embrace
1 President Cleveland, stating that great bardWheat— Na 2 Red ...............
Kimball was Vice President of the Amerithe
disestablishment of the church in En- Corn- MJxed. ....................
quest
of
Mrs.
Grant,
selected
the
pallship would ensue, not only to the cattle
can Instituteof Mining Engineers. When
gland and Scotland, home rale for Ireland, Oats-No. a—
bearers
for
Gen.
Grant's
funeral,
teleinendircct'y interested, but to all classe^
and a reform of the feud'd land system. In
who are in any way connected with the pros- graphed her to know if she had any pref- the meantime the Par^ellites are indus- Caytud— Best ....................
> ••••••••••
perity of the Western country, by the erences or suggestions to make in the mat- triously carrying out their policy of nggresCommon.!!!'
•*•••••#•••
" enforcementof the order requiring ter. He received a reply from her by tele- sion, and are preparing to invade
He
•••eeeaeeeeeee
graph, saying that it was her wish that he and Scotch consti
istituencles.
sylvania.
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Commander
Mount MacGregor Amid
the Boar of Gum.

Bejnaias of the Old
leave

In speakinjrof hi* print© character the by folding doors, which were open. The
doors at the sides of tbe funeral compart“And whether in camp or Cabinet,in private ment were also open, end the afternoonsunor publio, at homo or abroad, how pore and light shone npon the royal purple velvet and
commendable hie moral character! Life in the the silver mountings of the casket The first
camp has proved ruinousto the morale of the and each succeedingdetail mounted on guard
greatest of warriors. The excitementof a life consistedof two men of the U. 8. Grant Post

TEE PUBLIC DEBT.

preacher s*id:

The

Treasury Statement
the Month of July.

Official
for

MICHIGAS AFFAIRS.
—The

ten-year-old ion of Eugene

Mon-

gan, of Ishpeming, was drowned while
fishing.

devoted to arms, the scenes of exoeu and plun- One stood with folded arms at tho head of the
der to which a soldier is exposed,the ab- casket and tbe other at the foot The first
— Moee Wingert, a jeweler of Fife Lake,
sence of the restraints of home and church, guard wm mounted as Ballston was being
The debt statement Issued on the 1st instant
tend to the wont of passions and to the passed. Round Lake, the Bov. Dr. Newman's shows tbe decrease of tho public debt dur- was drowned in the lake at that place while
corruption of the best morals. Bnt here summer home*, was passed at 2:48
bathing
A Last Feeling Tribute from Dr. Sew- In tbe presence of the (lend,whose ears are for- o clock. The depot, platform, fences ing the month of July to be 18,062,789.96:
ever deaf to our praise aud oeusure,lot It be
the fronts the cottages Cash in the Treasury .............$188,418,719.43 —Miss Mary Patrick has been electede
man, the Dead Hero’s Favorite
our grateful duty that after five years In camp In the grove were black with moumlnr drapery.
Gold certificatesoutstanding. . 140,611,320.00
and field he returnedto hts home without a stain The resident popnlation of the resort formed Silver certltiiatee outstanding
. 139, 218, 085,W) School Trustee at Midland, receiving 03
Pastor.
upon his oharaoter.His sense of Jnstioe was lines of uncoveredheads on each side of the Certificatesof deposit outstandvotes to her male opponent's 83.
equaledonly by his love of truth. He preferred tracks, and roarfs of mourning were flattered
ing .............................. 31,680,000.00
honor to wealth and poverty to riches not his by many ladles In the throng as the somber Betunding certificatesoutstand--William C. Bennett, for thirty-ons
Gentle, true, and klnd„gratltude
was one train moved by.
ing ..............................
233,20000
Every Town and Hamlet Along the Bonte own.
of tho noblest emotions of his soul. His words
The hamlet of Cooni was left behind at Ixgil tenders outstanding. ...... 346,681,016.00 years a clerk in the office of the Auditor
were wr re few. hue pregnant with gratefulre- 2:56 o’clock, and Meohanicsvillo
was only five Fractionalcurrency (not includWearing the Habiliments
General of Michigan, committed suicida
cognition.To one who had been a friend in minutes ahead. The sound of the village bells
ing am< nnt estimatedaa lost or
need
he
declared:
'lam
glad
to
say
that
while
came
faintly
above
the
rumble
of
the
train, and
of Woe.
destroyed ..............
15,337,126.88 last week.
there Is much unblushing wickedness In the signals of grief were displayed. Waterford
Net cash balance on hsnd ........ 44,' 5.\m7S
world, yet there is a comprehensivegrandeur of Junction was passed at 8:14, and between there
The following Is a recapitulationof the
—With the troops removed from the
Maj. Gen. W. S. Hancock arrivedat Mount soul. In my case I have not found that repub- and West Waterford,which was three minntes
debt stutomont issued on tho 1st Instant (new
lics are ungrateful, nor are the people.'
Saginaw
Valley, the adjustment of the difbeyond,
a
train
going
In
the
opposite
direction
MacGregoron Tuesday morning, the 4th Inst,
The reve end gentleman then referred to tho slowed and halted as the fnneral train ap- form):
ferences between Hie mill-ownersand the
and at once assumed charge of the remains of dead hero's tastes in the followingterms : “He
Interest bearing debt—
Bonds at i'b per cent .............$250,000,000.0
>
the nation's dead hero. At ten o'clock a. m. of loved life and enjoyed It; he loved children and
workingmen seems to be making very fair
Bonds at 4 per cent ............... 737,728,900.10
caressed them; he loved his family and fonnd
At Albany.
that day services were held at the cottage in the
Bonds at 3 per cent ............... 194,100,500.00 progress.—
^
ttier<in his chief delight. He had not taste for
Col. Grant, Jesse and U. 8. Grant, Jr., alight- Refunding eertificaus at 4 per
presence of over a thousand persons. Tho music, but be had melody In Ills heart. He
ed
first irom the funeral train when it had
cent.... ......................233,200.00
—The Michigan Central Company is
funeral sermon was preached by the Rev. Dr. despised pretense and show, but admired tho stopped at the foot of Spencerstreet In Albany.
Navy pensionfnnd at 3 per cent.. 14,000,080.00
Newman, and occupied about an hour and a real and beantilul He was not lend of books, Oov. Hill took the first upon his &rin« Anst. Adi.— Pacific Railroad bonds at 6 per
about
to erect a “crystal palace" nt “Falls
yet by carefulness of observation, by thoroughGen. McEwen the second, and Col Gillettethe
half in delivery. The Impressivefuneral serv-. ness of redeetton, by attentiveness
cent ............................. 64,623,512.00
to the conView,"
from which passengersby ita line
third. The Rov. Dr. Newman, Dr. Douglas and
1,260.776,112.00
Ices, and the sad journey by rail to the New versationof the well-informed,by extensive Gen. Sherman followed with Gem Porter, and Principal ..........................
Interest. ...........................
8,537,003.00 can view Niagara Falls in comfort, no mattravels in many lands, by the dally study of
York capital,are thus described by the Asso- current events he was the most intelligent the party was at ones escorted to carter how inclement the weather.
risges and driven to the Governor's manbiated Press agent:
Total .........................
$1,269,333,115.00
citizen in our republic. He was the most dilision. Before the remains were removed, Gov.
Debt on which interesthas
On the mountain brow by the eastern lookout gent newspaper-reader in the land. He was a Hill and the other officers returnedto the train
—A farmer's wife, living near Owosso,
cessed since maturity—
a gnu boomed sullenly at 4 o clock this morn- living encyclopediaof facts, figures,and men." and there greeted Gen. Hancock and staff, who
Principal .........................
$4,014.4A\26 is the mother of seventeen children,and
Dr. Newman then made a most touchingrefing. The shock of the reverberationswas yot
were at the moment alighting from the car they
on the heavy air when a second report shook the erence to the home life of the General, deplet- had occupied. The remains were placed within Interest. ..........................225,856.19 yet has health and strength enough left to
earth and startled the birds In the trees. The ing tbe great love borne by him to bis wife and the mounted catafalque.Six blame horses with
Total .....
...............$4,210,341.45 help the unfortunate father of so much huartillerymen had beann tiringthirteenguns to children, which was exemplifiedby hts desire black trappings were hitched to the funeral car,
Debt bearing no Interestmark the sunrise of Gen. Grant's last day upon that his wife should be burled with him. The and at the head of each horse as leaders were
manity every day in the harvest field.
Old daraand and legal-tender
the mountain. In qnlck succession and at short minister then reviewed Grant’s religious life, members of G. A. R. posts 5 and 12L
notes ............................
$346,738,931.00
Intervals the guns were fired. The soldiers re- showing how he leaned on the Scripturesas a
The crowd was dense. The remains having Certificatesof deposit ............81,420.00
—The story of' a monster serpent in
ceived orders to break op camp, and in less than guide and ever-presenthelp. The diath-bed been deposited on the funeral car It was drawn
twenty minutes all the tents had disappeared scene was reviewed minutely and the sermon ont into Spencer street,where It was flanked by Gold certificates .................. 123,289,000.o Lake Michigan has been started again, hut
Silver certificates ................98,887,106.00
from among the trees and were packed away in closed as follows:
Company A, Fifth Artillery, and Company E, Fractional currency (less $8,375,it is poor newspaper work. The sea-ser" 'Tis morning. The stars have melted into
boxes ready (or shipment
Twelfth Infantry. Gtand Army men guarded
034 estimated as lost or deQpwn on the mountain side at 5:45 o'clock a the coming light. The rosy-flugered morn lifts the remains at posts of honor, and four m'en of
pent will do very well, but the lake-serpent
stroyed).........................
6,061,192.78
bugle rang out on the still air. It was the as- the draperyof the night. The distantmount- the Tenth battalionwere mounted at each
is a dismal failure in every vay.— Chicago
sembly call (or the trumpeters. Fifteenmin- ains stand forth aglow. The soft, pure light of comer of tho catafalque.Gen. Hancock and
ntes later the buglers of the four companies of early dawn covers earth and sky. The dewdrop staff filed out Into Bpencer street, where the Gen- Principal: ........................$007,281,229.88
Tribune.
Total debt—
sparkles
ou
the
grass
and
in
the
daisy's
cup.
troops were sounding the reveille.
eral was mounted on a powerful black horse, Principal.........................
$1,872,071,827.14
The family at tho cottage were astir as the The blids from ihelr sylvan coverts carol the splendidlycaparisoned. The organizations
to Interest...........................
-Borne one having insinuated that the
8,782,859.73
morning touched 8 o’clock, and com spondenta melody of a tuonsand songs. The world re- take part in the proccsslou were waiting in vaand guests were moving at the hotel Tho joices, and Its many minstrels challengethe rious streetsalong the lino of march, and aseditor of the Union City Register didn’t
$1,880,854,486.87
mountain train at 6 o'clock had began bringing harpers of the sky. In a humble cottage, sumed their assigned positions in the procession T Total .........................
know mnch abont water, that individual
up people, and every hour thereafter the little prone upon his couch, lies ‘our old commander.’ as the head moved on. There were 4,811 men in Lcrs ash items a\allablo for reduction
of
the
debt
...........
$260,23:’,397. 83
engine drew up at tho depot. Tho funeral car Ho Is dying.
comes to the defense in a statement that
the procession.
Less reserve held for redemption
“Tls morning, and In the light of that day
to carry the remains from tho mountain to SarMany
companies
outside
of
Albany
of
United
States
notes
.........
100,000,000,
00
"in
this vicinity it is a fluid in which we
atoga came up early and lay waiting Its burden. thousands of earnest taces flash with renewed
its vicinity were present and
At 8:80 o’clock the door-*of the Grant cottage concern.From many a shaded lane and mount- joined in the procession.The colTotal .........................
$360,230,397.83 keep our fish."
had been thrown open, and a stream of visitors ain slope, from many a farm-house and splenmoved through North Pearl
ponred in steadily for over an hour. About » did mansion, eager eyes look toward the mount street to State, to Eagle street, to Washington
—A. L. Carter, a business man of MediTotal debt loss available cash
o'clock tho head of a long line of boggles, wag- ol suffering and breathe a prayer to God for tho avenue, to Knox street, to State street, to tho
Items ...........................
$1,520,624,289
04
na,
Lenawee County, detected a leak in a
ons, omnibuses, and various kinds of vehicles ono we loved. Alas! He is dead.
Capitol. There Gen. Hancock dismounted and Net cash in tho Treasury. ........ 44,052,929.85
“ 'Tls morning. It Is the promise of a brighter
appeared,climbing up the stoop incline near
retired,and the remains were depositedbeneath
barrel
of gasoline in his cellar. He heedthe eastern outlook, and soon the area in tho day. The trumnters of the skies are sounding tbe great catafalque In the Senate corridor. BeDebt, less cash In Treasury, Aug.
vicinity of the cottage was thronged with
lessly
lit a match to get its exact location,
fore being so placed the body was conveyed to a
$1,476,571,850.00
horses and wagons and farmers with their earth. Their notes have reachedour General’s private room In the Capitol building,where , V88' ...........................
Debt,
less
ca^hln
Treasury,
July
when
an
explosion occurred, wrecking the
wives and families.At »:3« o'clock a train of ear. He has gone to join the triumphant host. the undertakersand embalmers removed
1. RW5 ......................
:.... 1,485,231,149.65
two cars brought Gen. Hancock a num- 'Tis morning in heaven."
the
lid
of
the
caskrt
to
inspect
the
lower
portion
of tho bouse, and fatally
At tho conclusionof the discourse the hymn
ber of dl-tinguished visitors. The two
body and learn its conditionafter tho journey
Decrease of debt during the
companies of regulars were drawn np to "Nearer, My God, to Thee' was rendered very from the mountain.They said they found the
burning himself. Tho other inmates esmonth ns shown by this state- •
The remains in excellent condition.Tho public was
receive them. They proceededfrom the station impressively by the al fresco congregation.
ment .......................... $8,662,7811.06 caped.
toihe cottage in the folloHingorder:Gen. Han- services ended with the benediction.
admitted,finally, about 5 o'clock, being permitCash
In the '1 reasurv available
U. B. Grant Post, b27, of Brooklyn,bore' the
cock and Col. Jones; Admiral Ron an and Gented to walk two abreast on each side of the
—A little 4-year old is said to have died
for reduction cf the debt—
Sherman; fcenator tivarto nnd Gon. Rufus In- remains from tbe cottage to the station shortly casket, u hich lay on an inclineddais. Seven
galls; Senator Miller and Joseph W. l-rexel; before one o'clock. The military were drawn thousand lour hundred persons viewed the re- Gold held for gold certificates
at Sebewaing last week as the result of a
actually outstanding ........... $123,280,000.00
Gen. Hancock's staff; Mi^s Drexel,her aunt, np and a salute was paid the remains as they mains the first hour. The U. 8. Grant Post of
snakebite. The child was struck in the
and cousin, dressed jn deep mourning. On the passed to the depot, and the throng stood with Brooklyn had 125 men waiting here, and a Silver held for silver certificates'
actually outstanding ........... 99,872,106.(0
same train came tho Loyal Legion, Past Assist- uncovered heads while the casket was borne to detail of six men on each side of the casket
ankle,
while at play, and, running to his
ant Paymaa or General GilbertA. Robinson, the car. The mountain train waited at the kept the throng moving. The details for guard United States notes held for certificates of dcpcs.t actually outmother, informed her that he had been
Brevet Brig. Gen. Charles A. Carleton, Paymas- little rustic depot. Seven cars were there. duty will bo relieved by members of their restanding ............ ....... 31, 420, moo
ter George Do Forest Barton,Brevet Lieut Col. Next the engine the funeral-car, with open spective organizationsat Intervalsof three
pierced by a stick of wood. The limb soon
Floyd Cb.rkson, brevet Lieut Col. August Mc- sides and solid, massive drapery, was placed. hours <aou until the remains are again moved. Cash held for matured debt and
Interest unpaid .................0,617,016.02
The transferfrom the cottage to the tiain was
Claik, Capt. Kdmuid Blunt.
Company B, of the Fifth Battalion,under Fractional currency ..............], 366.81 begin to swell, and shortly afterward his
At 10 o’clock services were held In the cottage comple.edwithont difficulty, and the train command of Captain Stackpole, was placed on
entire body was terribly swollen. Great
In the presence of over a thousand persons. started lor Saratoga. Among those represent- duty in the corridor to stand guard untllmidTotal available for reduction
Cane chiirs and rustic seats were provided for ing the military were the following:
night, when it was relieved for six hours by
agony was endured until death.
Of the debt ..................$202,230,31)7.83
the ladies under i ho trees in the grove before Gen. W. S. Hancock, Gen. William T. Sher- Company D of the same battalion.
Reserve fund held for redempthe cottage. T hr so who failed to secure leafy man, Gen. Rufus Ingalls, Gen. H. A. Perry, Col.
— W. L. Jones, an assayor of this city,
tion of United States notes, not
shade used their umbrellas. The ceremonies Sutherland,Col. John P. Nicholson, Lieut. Col.
IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
July 12. 1882 ..................... 100,000,000.00 says a letter from Ishpeming,made an asopened with the reading of psalm No. 90, which Finley Anderson,Capt. G. 8. L. Ward, Cap!.
Un • reliablefor reduction of the
was followed by an impressive prayer by the John H. Weeks, and Lieut Eugene Gritnn. Imposing Services, Attended by Many
debt—
say of quartz from a vein several miles
Bov. Bishop Harris. Tne hymn “My Faith The guard of honor, U. 8. Grant Po.-t, BrookAmericana.
Fractional
silvercoin. ............ $25, 35?, 020. 23
Looks Up to Thee" was joined In by the whole lyn, consistedof Col. William H. Barker, Maj.
north of the Ropes gold range, which gave
The Grar t memorial service in Westminster Minor coin ........................857,072.02
assemblage present with fine effect Dr. New- B. It Corwin,Dr. George W. Brns, Reese B.
$6,000 to the ton in free gold. This is the
man then came forwardand delivered a sermon Gwillim, J. P. Howalt Commander John H. Abbey, says a London dispatch of tho 4th
T Otal.
.................. $20,212,09225
on the subject of the dead General, the family Johnson, Henry W. Knight, K. 8. Mackellar, Inst., was an imposing event added to
best
assay that has been made here. The
Certificatesheld as cash Issued,
sitting meantime about the remains in the WilliamMcDonald. William J. McKelvcy,George the history of England. The edificewas
but not outstanding ............ $57,923,300.00 Coon Gbld Mining Company, recently
J. Collins, Noah Tibbitta,George B. Squires, crowded with a congregation nearly every
parlor.
member of which was
distinguished Net cash balance on hand ........ 44,052,92.1,85
Dr. Newman fo^the funeral sermon took for and six men of the Legion of Honor.
formed here, has commenced work again
Tho general mourners were represented by P rson, many Americans being present.
hia text the passage from Matthew xxv. 21 ?
Total cash In Treasury, as
“Well done, thou good and faithful servant William M. Kvarts, Admiral Rowan, Warner The order of the service was as follows : Schuat the mine, which is in the old silver-lead
shown by Treasurer's genEnter thou Into the joy of thy Lord.“ He said: Miller,Joseph W. Drexel, Potter Palmer, Gen. J. bert’s "FuneralMarch"; the funeral procession
eral account ................$488,418,719.43 district. Tho Ropes assessment of $8,000
up the nave of.the cathedral to the choir; the
"Bach, iny brethren, is the eulogy that God A. Creaswel), and others.
At 1 o clock the order to start was given. En- opening of the burial service; the ninetieth
shall pronounce upon human goodness and
will be devoted to purchasing new milling
fidelitywherever found among the sons of men. gineer Martin shut all steim from the cylinders, psalm; the day's lesson; funeral sermon by
REFUSED TO CARRI THE MAIL.
machinery. The mills to be put in are the
The accidental distinctions between prince and and the train, standingas it did npon a gtade, Canon Farrar; Spohr's anthem, “Blest Are the
peasant, midionalro and pauper,commanding slowly started by its own weight and impetus Departed"; Handel’s anthem. “His Body Is
Buried
in
Peace";
two
concluding
prayers
;
the
down
the
mountain.
The
bluffs
and
ridges
on
general and private toldler,are bat as the dust
The Pacific Mall Company Defies Uncle \Viswellpulverizersand amalgamators,
In the balance In ills estimation of personal caoh sido of the track were densely thronged burial service; blessing;the dead march in
which arc a new invention and used in only
Sam.
worth: He regards not the person of any man; with people. Tho grove sonth of the cottage, Saul
four or five places besides the Ropes.
Washington telegram.] .
He lookn upon the heart. If a re- where tho General’*little grandchildren The fnneral addressdelivered by Canon Farnowned philosopher searched an ancient played, was alive with spectators.Every rocic rar was most impressive, and was listened to in
The PostofficeDepartment is in receipt
city for
man, God Is ever In every iutt ng point, every vantage ground was almost breathless silence.Canon Farrar took
—Charles Kendall Adams, the new Presisearch for a character, which In His sight out- occupied.But from all the throbs standingun- his text from Acte, chapter xiil, verse 80. of information that to-day an agent of the
dent
of Cornell University, is fifty years
He
said
that
he
desired
to
spaak
simply
weighs the, transitory distinctions of earth and coveredin tho atternoon sunlight no sound estime, and out of which are the issues of life. caped. The mountain was hushed and still,ex- and dinotly, with generous appreciation, department attempted to sail on a Pacific old, and belongs to the New England
Tell me not what a man possesses—the beauty cept for the heavy booming of gnns thundering but without idle 'flattery, of him whose Mail steamer from 8nn Francisco for ports
death had m de a nation mourn; that he would
family of Adamses. He was bom in Verof Absalom, the glory of Solomon, the wealth a grim farewell
on the west coist of Mexico and Central
It was a luneral occasion-a death scene In touch only upon his public actions and services.
of Dives, the eloquenceof Apollos, the learning
America, taking with him a trunk, for mont in 1835, but when a boy ho moved
of raul, but rather tell me what he Is, in his sunshine. Slowly the little engine started, The speakerthen traced Gen. Grant from boymodes of thought. In his emotional being, in but quickly it felt the impetus of the descent. hood co manhood, compared him with the great which he offeredto pay the regular charge with his parents to Iowa. His pursuit was
the trend of his p.issIons,in the temper of his Out upon the first bluff of tbe mountain men of tho world, andranked him with the fore- for extra baggage. The postal officials in
farming, but during his spore hours he
mind, in tire tenor of his life, ont of which come and clear of the forests crept the little most In the course of his sermon Canon FarSon Francisco presumablyare too familiar
the totalityof his existence and the finality of engine, and the train trailed around rar said
prepared for college, and in 1861 he was
Gen. Grant has been grosslyand unjustly with the Pacific Mail Company's officials,
his destiny. This Is the man as he is, and by it the curve where, seven weeks before, Gen.
called
a
butcher.
He
loved
peace
and
hated
Grant,
alive,
had
turned
to
view
the
same
let him be jndged. In the intensity of this difor the purser on the steamer had informa- graduated from Michigan University.He
vine light let us to-day recall the characterof sweep of valley and mountain, with Bar- bloodshed,but It was his duty at all costs to tion that the trank contained the usual mail
was immediatelymade instructor in Latin
the Ulnstrlons man whose death a nation so atoga Lake glittering in the sunlight ten milea save the country. . In his silence, determinaaway. And to-day, ns the train rounued this tion, and clearness of InsightGrant resembled matter for Mexico and Central America, and history,and, upon the resignation of
tenderly mourns."
In eulogizingGrant's services in war and outlook, the General s sons gazed out npon the \Nasbington and Wellington. In tbe hottest and he promptly refused to accept pay for
Prof. Andrew D. White, he was made Proscene and mayhap thought of the other day ns fray of battle his speech never exceeded ‘*yea, the trunk or permit it to be put on
peace Dr. Newman said:
“For his clear and certain Imagination, the compared with this. Sweeping about curve yea,” and "nay. nay."
fessor of History and given a year’s leave
board
the
steamer.
mail
was
Among the distinguishedEnglish personages
future loomed before him clothed with the after curve, to the right and left, the train
present were Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone,the Earl then ordered to be sent by rail from
of absence to travel in Europe. On his reactuality of the present. Read his military or- pa*se 1 slowly down the monntaln.
of
Iddeslelgb,Earl Cranb ook, tbe Rt. Hon. Ban Francisco to New Orleans, and
On
It
rolled
toward
the
plain,
and
away
up
on
ders, and they prophesy the history of the
turn, he settled down to his duty in MichiMr.
Forstor,
and
a
great
number
of
peers
and
the
fountain
by
the
famous
eastern
lookout,
battles ho fought He foresaw the enemy's
thence by steamer to Mexican and Central
plans as though he had assisted at their coun- yet now In full view, there was a puff of white m mbera of the House of Commons. There
gan University, where he has been np to
American
ports.
By
this
route
mail
sent
cils of war. He was one of those extraordinary smoke. In an Instantthe sound of a booming were also pre ent Prime Minister Salisbury, the
men who, by the supremacy of their wills, cannon echoed In the trees and rattled a vo ley Duke of Cambridge,commander-in 'Chief of the from San Francisco will reach ports ou the the present time.
force all obstacles to do their bidding. of little echoes over and down across the plain. Britisharmy; the Marquis of Lome, Gen. east side of Mexico and Central America
By the promptitude of his action, he Tho artillerymen were yit bidding their fare- Lord Wolseley, Senor Martinez, Chilian Ambas- in twelve days. The Pacific mail from Ban
Michigan Harbors.
sador to England; Chief Justice Waite, exleft
time for its contravention. well.
[Washington telegram.!
The descent to the litth village of Wilton was Atty. Gen. Irewster, Senator Edmunds, Sena- Francisco to ports on the Western coast U
Times, places, and persons he comprehended with mnthemattcalaccuracy. Noth- safely accomplished,and on the platforma few tor Hawley, and other prominent Americans, nineteen days, so that a week w ill be saved
Lieut. Col. Poe, having in charge the
ing escapedhis penetration.Such was the per- hundred villagers silently saw tho train pass t^neen Victoria was represented at the service in the new route. On the 1st of April it
improvements
of rivers and harbors in
by
her
equerry.
Tbe
Prince
of
Wales,
the
Dnko
through,
and
their
heads
were
uncovered.
Tho
petual calmness of hia intellect that he could
censed to be compulsory with American Michigan,has made his annual report to
transact the most Important affairswhen the level plain was reached. Seven level miles lay of Connaught and the Duke of Edinburgh were
steamers to carry the mails, but it can not
storm of battle was raging at its height His between the train and Saratoga. The speed al o represented by equerries.
the Chief of Engineers. He recommends
be pretended that this change of the law
soul was the home of hope, sustained and was a little incrca ed. Farmers and their
that the channel at Limekiln Crossing be
cheered by the certaintiesof his mind and the familiesstood near and sat upon the farm
relieves
the
steamship
companies
from
any
Cinderella’s Slipper.
made 400 feet wide instead of 300, os at
power of his taith. His was the mathematical fences to sec tho train that bore the dead GenThe origin <xf this nursery tale is suf- of the obligation of common carriers. first contemplated. In the Saginaw River
genius of a great general,rather than of a er >1. Again tbe cannon on the mountain spoke
They have a regular published tariff of it is proposedto secure a channel of 200
great soldier.By this endowment he proved out over the valley, but only the edge of Its echo ficiently curious. About the year 1730
charges on freight of different classesand
hlmreltequal to the unexpected,and that wkh reachedthe moving tran. The spires of Sarafeet m width, with a depth of 14 feet from
the i rdslon of a seer. ‘The race is not to the toga were coming in view, and from that direc- a French actor of equal talent and on extra baggage, and it is certainlyan exBaginawBay to Bay City, and 12 feet
swift nor the battle to the strong,' because tion came the dull booming of the oannon wealth, named Thevenard, in passing
traordinary propositionthat thqy can disthe unexpected happens to every man. The planted half a mile out of tho village
tbenoe to the head of tbe river, a distance
grandestcampaigns are often defeats, the most beside the Mount MacGregor track. Boon through the streets of Paris, observed criminate against United States mail mat- of about twenty-three miles. Hay Lake
brilliant plans are on consummated,the most this battery was reached,Its brass Upon a cobbler’s stall the shoe of a fe- ter when packed in a trunk, and taken with
channel in the Bnult 8te. Marie River, Col.
wished -for opportunitiesare unrealized,be- gnna saluting the train on Ita passage.
male, which struck him by the remark- him by one of the passengers.
Poe says, should be deepened to 20 feet
cause battled by the unexpected at the very The last curve was rounded and the train
mo i ont of expected fulfillment. Bnt he ap- straightened away parallel to the tracks of the able smallness of its size. After adHe thinks fully seven years will be occupeared greatest in the presence of the unforseen. Delaware A: Hudson, on which, just north of miring it for some time he returned to
pied in accomplishingthe results, “and it
“RATTLER.”
Then came an Inspiration as resistless as the the Monnt MacGregor depot, the funeraltrain
will be well to remember that the improveinarch of a whirlwind,as when on the second of the New York CentralRoad was waiting, his house, but his thoughts reverted to
night of the battle of the Wilderness,when he while thousands of parsons were being held tbe shoe with such intensity that he re- A Snake Ten Feet Long and Carrying; ment will not become available until the
changed the entire front of the line of battle, back by the military. The mountain train
whole is completed." A large appropriaAround Twenty-five or Thirty Rattles.
appeared at the stall tlih next day, but
and quietly said, in response to a messenger: drew alongside of the other train and stopped.
tion is recommendedfor the improvement
[Jonesboro(Ga) special]
‘If Lee Is In my rear, I am In his.'
There were nine cars in the New York Central the cobbler could give him no other
’’ When he rose to supreme command the natrain. Next to the engine came the funeral car clew to the owner than it had been left
The people on the line of Fayette and of 8t. Mary’s Falls, Canal, and River, betion demandedone dominant spirit, mighty to “Wood' awn." The other car* were occupied as
tween Lakes Superior and Huron. The inin his absence for the purpose of being Clayton Counties are in terrible excitement crease in tonnage urges in the strongest
grasp, strong to execute,powerfulto inspire. follows; Second car, clergy aqd Dr. Dougls;
DO'
_
The countrywas one, the rebellion was one, and third, the sons and notable mourfiers; fourth.
repaired. Day after day did Thevenard to-day over the appearance of a monster way that tne work of preparing to take
the armies of the Union should be one; and the Gen Hancock and staff; fifth, Gov. Hill nnd
return to his post to watch the reinteg- rattlesnake in that section. A little off care of a commerce greater than the
staff;
sixth,
the
press:
seventh
and
general who could mold, control,Inspire an
army a million sttong and make them think, eighth, the military escort; ninth, tho baggage. ration of the slipper, which proceeded the McDonough road there lives a present canal and lockage system
feel, and fight as one man was the desire of the The remains were liftedin silence by the guard
enslowly, nor did the proprietor appear man named McJnnkin. Last night he could accommodate shall
republic.Such a one was be arotmd whose bltr of nonor to the car “Woodlawn,"which was
by a friend, who tered upon without delay. The St
a nation weeps to-day. To be everywhere draped with black and hang w.th flags, and the to claim it. Although he had complet- was called
preeent st once by his spiritand orders was in fnneral parties were transferredto their re- ed the sixtieth year of his age, so ex- sat up late with him, while Mrs. McJnnkin Clair Flats Ship Canal is used by nearly
him a realized fact His laconic order was: ‘AH spective care, which were all trimmed In
travagant became his passion for the retired. The two men drank quite freely. 40,000 vessels a year, carrying nearly 20,strike together.' He ‘Impartedto all his own plain black. Tbe Brooklyn guard of honor
000,000 tons. It is proposed to widen and
and the six men of the Loyal legion, with a fair one that he became (were it possi- When the husband retired his companion
was mystifiedby peculiar noises inside. deepen the channel. Appended is a tabudetachment of regulars, entered the dead car;
ble for a Frenchman of that day to be
Striking a light, he went in and found lated statement showing the amount of
the power also two men of Wheeler Post, G. A. R. Soon
of one master mind. He was the logician of after 2 o’ckck Superin endent Voorhees bade so) melancholy and miserable.His coiled up between the couple a huge rattler. money available,the amount asked for Hie
war. He conquered hr logic. Be reasoned out ConductorThornton give the signal to start, pain was, however, soniewhat appeased
The appearance of the light broke its next fiscal year, and the amount required
his victories. In all the annals of war there 1i and the impressive and heavy train moved
no such splendidreasoningon the certainty of throngh the throngs and away from cart toga. by the appearance of the little foot' it- charm, and, gliding across the body of the to complete the work:
AreUBeThe clock-towerdial in Saratoga indicated self, appertainingto a pretty and youth- sleeping woman, it crawled under the bed
results,t there have conquered by the superiRlver and harbors- able. for. qtdred.
ority of material force,but he by tho superior- 2:10 o'clockas the train passed throngh tho
ful gill in the humblest class of life. and through an opening in the floor and Detroit River. ....... . .$149,885$157,906 ......
suburbs.
Twenty-five
minutes
later
the
train
ity of mind over mind. Alas! Alaal that he
All distinctions were leveled at onoe by ont The reptile was not less than ten feet St. Clair Fists Ship
can no longer think for ns. Doubtless he will pulled slowly into Ballston.
Canal ......................
153,298 $113,298
About the depot were throngs of men and love; the actor sought the parents of in length, rusty and scaly, and having bebe host known in coming ages as the foremost
soldier of the republic. Unknown generations women. The church bells were slowly tolltween twenty-fiveand thirty rattles. The Clinton Hirer ..............52,926 32,926
Huron Harbor of
will read his battles with wonder and admira- ing, and a Arid-piece near tho depot sa- the damsel, procured their consent to
settlementtamed ont this morning with Lake
Refuge .............. 24,562 100,000 100,000
tion. In every hamlot, in every metrop- tiated the train. 1 High street was passed the match, and actually made her hia
shotguns
in
pursuit
of
tbe
reptile,
and
at
Saginaw River ......... 8.509 16fc800 «?l,000
olis, hie martial form will be cast in at 2:37 p. m., and the cast line four minntes
f
An Sable Harbor ...... 4.900 ..... JL...
last succeededin running it into a hu e
bronze and sculptured in marble. Histo- later. The tr dn was oulckenlng ita speed wife. —London
In the luneralcar the U. a Grant Post, who
rians will vie with each other In
hollow log. where its body was perforated
were with tbe remains, mounted gnard at
I never knew a man that lived upon
the casket The remains rested npon a hope, but that he spent his old age at with a hundred bullet*. Wonderful stories
are being told of other loptilesby the exblack dais, nnd the compartment in which
they lay communicatedwith the main saloon somebody, else’s expense.
cited people.
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Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R.

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Captain’ i

ftrtnntte Discover;.

Capt. Colemau, scbr. Weymouth, plyup ing between Atlantic City and N. Y., had

is getting

8,

1885.

desire ta see the

PROCLAMATION.

accompanythe

The time for the fuoeral of the

choice of lands. Single tickets or round

trip tickets can

late

be

breast. His children were similarly afprocured. Tickets fected and a single dose had the same

.

The popular wagfln manufacturer

-dealerin-

FLIEMAN

J.

party in person

every facility to

Mayok’8 Office, City of Holland, )
August 5tb, A. D. 1885. )

West. Mr. Mercer will Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor Consump
and give tion. It not only gave him instunt relief,
those who desire to make but allayed the extreme sorenessin h s

_

Otto Breyman

party for Central Daketa. This been troubled with a cough so that he was
be a grand opportunityfor all who unable to sleep, and v^us induced to try

will

_

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

a large

Saiurday, August

-

-----

-----------

A

J

ewelry, Watches,

has in stock a number of the

CUTTERS

DIAMONDS,

IWm

9

Silnmn,
ad Fiatr Good,
made by the
Chicaao and West happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
Michigan R’y office in , this city, where is now the standard remedy in the Coledefinitelyarranged for Saturday,the 8th
any information regarding the excursion man householdand on board the schooner. Northwestern Sleigh Company,
day of August, 1885, and the Governor of
Opto and Silver Watches at Reamay be obtained. It is contemplated to Free Trial Bottles of this Standard Reme- of Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com
this State having previously, by proclamasonable Prices,
for are superior, while In
leave about the first of September. Tic* dy at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store.
tion, requested that upon that occasion,
kets will be good for forty days. It is the
will be on sale at the

General Ulysses S. Grant, having been

the citizens, at their respective homes and

blems of mourning, and that

kota.

all business

be suspended during the hours of the fun-

eral.

1

Ladles! Ayer’s Hair Vigor Is a superior
aud economical dressing. It has become

Da-

best opportunity yet presented to visit

placesAfbusiness, display appropriate em-

an indispensable article for the toilet.

Notice.

The State Board commissioned

of Holland, a

spontaneousresponse thereto. the site for the Soldiers’

Home

to locate

Common

met in this

R.

KANTERS,

attending the soldiers’ reunion at

guments will be listened

Mayor.

to

ences of opinion, as to which is the best.

is

W.

will be chosen,

Business has been

dp

t

Kit p. (tents, they

;

list

of lands to be oftered for sale in this

county October 6, for delinquent taxes of
1882 and 1883.
List of

letters

Press.

print the

The

ing has the following! “Gen. B. R. Pierce
of the

board of trustees of the Soldiers'

Home

returned

remaining in the post- and

office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 6, 1885:

0. R. Democrat of Thursday morn-

a

Irum

Treitbeam! ft trial bottlefree to
pajnng exoress chuteson box »b«»

Price and Carrie Porter.

in reply to several inquiries made

of the

Wm: Vekbeek, P. M.

Detroit last evening,

deciding

home. We

on

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweet ning “everybody

chews Nimrod.” J^end

by samples.
S. W.
51

the location

for

VENABLE A

CO.
Petanhurg Va.

-ly

arrived at Detroit last

evening, after having visitedthree sites at

Last year Mr. Chae. W. Fairbanks, of Owosso, three at Sagimw, some at Poit
Fillmore, obtained a new kind of wheat Huron, but there are none there nearer
for seed, called the Egyptian

than four miies from the city, and several

Red, and

Last Wednesday
of

adjournedto August

at a reasonable price.

MACKINAC.

17.

Churoh Items with the
T<o-morrow

Knights of Labor

the*

TU

Services for

Grand Rapids to the number of about

First Reformed Church, services at
hundred went to Macatawa Park. 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
The entire party stopped at Macatawa 3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Groye and spent the time dancing and in Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
Band accompanied the excursion and

on the life of General U. 8.
Grant. Congregationalsinging. Gospel
land for some time. The rain came down
melodies by the choir. Weekly praise
in torrents and the sir was heavily and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
ial sermon

m.

by heavy peals of
prevailed continually.No dam-

thunder

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND

new water tank of the Chicago &

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun
West Michigan R’y in course of erection
dav school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning.
it this place progresses slowly, the frame
“Peace and mercy upon the Israel of
of the tank was placed in positionlast God.” Afternoon, “Our Father which

• The

Saturday

. The pipe connecting with

art

the

ary prayer meeting.

water main on Eighth street has been laid
and

as soon

as the tank

is

placed

in Heaven.” Evening, Mission-

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Prof. G. Boers, of Grand Rapids, will
preach.

in posi-

tion water will be turned on from the
water works.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T.

The

and the tributesof praise uttered respect- g>ear.” ,
ing his virtues, a sermon in honor of Jiis
greatness and goodness will

to-morrow evening by Rev. T.
in Hope Reformed Church.

The

W. JonS

giving an account of a recent hail storm,

to a

former:

resident of Holland: “Capt. Pfanstlehl
was about

six miles west of

Here.

them the much dreaded dissummer complaints. Any parent desirous of properly
And

with

eases with children, to-wit

Campbell County Courier, Dak., in

has the following in regard

Dog Days are

be preacher

Our ClothingStore

Roscoe when

ease should not neglect to buy a bottle of
Dr. Schouten’s
of your

Compound Syrup of Rhudoctor’s bills and the life

child.

barb. It saves

He

fcaa hit

27-tf

SolAien,Attention!

on the aide of,

the head by a falling stone which tore the

On Thursday, August 18, Mr. Frederick

rim off bis hat and put a summer kitchen Benjamin, representing Louis K. Gillson,
on his ear.”
pension attorney, of Detroit and Washington, will be at the

C. 8.

Mason

is still

county clerk’s office

under the recent act,

L. Webster &Co., June

will be a lasting memory to the

American
people. Mr. Mason la to remain in the
city for some weeks yet and all who want

matters.

’

Flour and Feed,
aud Glassware,

(CMIE
he

With honest and fair dealing
to retain
all old m* Diners of ti.e store aim obtain many
new on* s.

Goods will be delivered to

FIRST

now open.

South Riyer Street.
to

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

WARD

Drug Store.
HST &

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHiTcowa,
qkn. naaa.
f**'*— .IT> MICM

WKRKMAN.

a'

Next

LAMM,

Proprition,

aor..

Bin

Robust Health,

Is not always enjoyed by those who seem
to possess It. Tne taint of corrupted
blood may be secretlyunderminingthe

constitution.In time, the potaonwlJ] certainly show Its effects, and with til the more
virulence the longer it has been allowed
to Dennetts the system. Each pimple,sty.
bou. skin disorderand sense of anoaturai
lassitude, or languor, is one of Nature’s
warnings of the consequences of neglect.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

ID

manner.
A complete assortment of

•

Mr.

JOHN A. ROOST

Myriads of Cures

i

Achieved by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, la
the past forty years, are attested, and there
Is no blood disease, at all poestble Of cure,
that will not yield to it. Whatever the
ailments of this elan, sod wherever found,
from the scurvy of the Arctic circle to the
“veldbeores” of South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to the suftrers
by whom it was employed.' Druggists
everywhere can cite numerouscases, with-.
In their personal knowledge,of remarkable cures wrought by it, where all other
treatment had been unavailing.People

MLES

AND LOWS

PEfiFUItilS.

employed as clerk in the store and will
welcome all his old friends and custom- Everything apertaining to a first-class drug
ers and the public generally.
store will be kept constantly on hand.

GIVE US A
Call

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich., April

22,

1885. 12-3m

a

ALL.

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Mich., Jnne

27, 1884.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

KANTERS & SONS,

PLUMBING
in

debility caused by these diseases.

III1LEI

is

Is the only remedy that can be relied npon, *
in ail cases, to eradicate the taint of hereditary disease and the special corruptions
of the blood. It is tne only alterative
that Is sufficientlypowerful to thoroughly

cleanse the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial Impurities and the pollution
of ContagiousDiseases. It also neutralizes the poisons left by Diphtheria
and Scarlet Fever, ana enables rapid
recuperation from the enfeeblementand

Mr. Henry Lubenea a competent prescription clerk, has charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable

a

PROPRIETOR.

connection with the HollandCity Water Worka,
we are ready to make

always carry a full supply of

ESTIMATES WARRANTED GOODS,
for

putting in

which they

WA1ER PIPES
for all

sell at

We

reasonable prices.

are

partieadesiring the same.

Licensed Plumbers
Will

fit

and are prepared

up residences for

to

make water connectionsfor

DWELLINGS,

canvassing Holland

are entitledto pay,

Crockery,

will do well to

3,
1884, and late decisions, ss well as
some soldiers who htd charges of deserof New York, and there will be fsc-simlle
tion against them which can be removed
of importantletters and documents never under the law of July 5, 1884. This visit
before published. Gen. Grant’s book will of Mr. Benjamin affords an excellent opbe read with a great deal of interest and portunity for all such to consult with a
gentleman of large experience in such

the publishers,Chae.

No. 22

I?1.

Trust Nothing Else

the Grant book. The result of two

Ali the manuscript has been delivered to

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will herealter conduct the business. lie has a large stock of

!

all

day (or the purpose of examining the
cases of any who may call upon him. It
week's canvass Is fifty orders. He thinks
is said that many of the pensioners in tbia
the people of Holland are alive to good
locality are entitled to more than they
reading and manifest good literary taste. now draw ; also that there are officers who
for

is

Coattinj TaU Pertieolen.Hailed Brea.

protecting hts children against this dis-

the storm reached there at six o’clock in
the evening.

“Picturesque Mackinac, ” Illustrated.

|

Cheap Cash Store!

Give me a Call.

T

Gen. U. S. Grant is as George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m..
wonderful as it is prominent.In connec- and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m
tion with the “MemorialServices” ob- Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80
Subjects: Morning, “The power of gym.
served to-day, in this city and elsewhere,
pathy.” Evening, "The ointment and the
career of

1884.

any part of the ciTy free of

Writ# tor onr

i

BREYMAN.

12,

PHOENIX

'

CLOTHING!
CLOTHING

Rev.

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. in.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

age was sustained from the lightning.

Church—

Holland, Mich., May

R. E.
Holland. Mich., July 28, 1885

All are welcome.

Third Reformed

lightning, followed

1884.

‘

lad Bvery Weak Dej Between

&

No

Tiu-re i* a teli-phnm* In th*- s'- re. and aM orders
given through it will be promptlyattended to.

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

Detroit
C. D.

stock.

trouble to show Goods.

XOTHINCr!

coursed music for the occasion.

charged with electricily. Vivid flashes of

I am prepared to do repairirg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner

Mort Delightful

ViIms JtMtnen, LowBatas.
Vour Trips per Week Between

dis-

was the most violent that has visited Hoi

Goods are warranted

charge.

SUMMER TOUR

at 7:30 Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy
the pulpit.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m. , and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
The storm which passed over this city Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Foolishand
last Monday night at about eight o’clock, unlearnedquestions.” Evening, memor-

PEJtS.

Executors and Rttiduarij legatees as aforesaid.
R- W. Durcan, Attorney.

three

enjoying the lake breezes. Squire’s Brass

FULL LINE OF GOLD

Como and examine our

FLIEMAN,

DANIEL PRATT.
CHARLES PRATT,

acre of the same. Those wishing this spots are beautiful,but they want $20,800
kind of wheat for seed can obtain it from or $30,000 for the sites. The board has
him

and a

OTHERS

to be just as represented.

places along the St. Clair river. The

this year harvested thirty-six bushels per

S

O

SPECTACLES

OUST.

Default having been made in the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
Pratt,dateu the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of 8eptWnber. A. D. 1874, in the office of the Register of
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, in
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 223 and 221.
And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sous of
said deceased, having been duly appointed the executors of hi* last will and teatamentr as well as
being the residuary legatoos named in said will,
an authenticated copy of which said will and the
probate tbeseofwas recorded in the Register’s
office, aforesaid,May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof,
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedollar and eighty cents: Notice is hereby given that
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the mortgagedpremises thereindescribed,to-wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
situatein the State of Michigan,in the county of
Ottawa, in said State, and describedas follows,
to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north side of
roe Detroit and Milwaukee railroad,in Section 14,
Township eight north of Range 18 west, sad also
that part of the east half of the northeastquarter
of said section which lies sooth of the state road,
containing about thirty-liveacre* of land; also all
that part of lot number four, south of the Detroit
and Milwaukee railroad, in ' Sectionfourteen in
township eight, north of range sixteen we*t, containing one and a half acres of Und, in said comity
of Ottawa, at tho front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, in the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o'clock. In the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
•aid mortgage with interestand costs.
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1885.

Plug Tobacco.

Democrat reporter said: “We have done

Geo. C. McCounell,Peter Fike. Jas. nothing towards

and

sell at

Mortgage Sale.

Dr. 0. N. Moon, of Drenthe. has propositions must be made, and as two
Sold by all Grocers and To
moved to Fennville, where he will settle. members of the commission are also mem
Moon eclipse is undoubtedly the cause of bers of Gov. Alger s staff and go to-day bacco Dealers. Noted for its
the removal.
with that official to atteLd the funeral of excellent chew, delicious flavor
Gen. Grant.— FV#

on band which I propose to

J.

not possible to bold

the meeting at present, as examination of

The Grand Haven Herald will

3ST

keep on hand a large assortmentof

also

O.

while another gentleman,

It is

I

Call and examine and give me a trial.

Married :—By Rev. T. T. George, instant at the Russell House, in this city,
July 80, 1885, James A. Drinkwater to when it is expectedthat the final decision

made.

I

of

lot

which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

The board will bold a meeting on the 17th

will be

3D R

Sleighs of Every Description.

Holland, Mich, Oct. ij.

in the ci»y this equally erudite, feels sure that the Ball
week. Farmers all being busy with their
tract at Grand Rapids will be selected-

Ellie M. Robart. both of Olive, Mich.

3ST

Wyandotte

light

grain.

O

LdC

All the

Field, of Detroit is confident

that the River Park property at

camping at Macntawa.

A

3D I

wishing anythingin my line can do do better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

riTC?mE

desirable, and. of course, there are differ-

Editor Ryan, of the Allegan Democrat, Moses

The largest assortment of

device

JpwrtissfmfttK

in behalf of

any site. All of the sites are considered

ADDITIONAL LOCAL ITEMS.

have a

FARMERS

purposes. Proposals to he endorsed
"Proposals
for lumber.” By order of the
hours of twelve o’clock, noon, and five Greenville. No formal action was taken
Common Council. Geo. H. Fipp,
o’clock in the afternoon of that day, lay and even the members of the commiaslon
City Clerk,
Holland, Aug. 5 1885.
aside our dally vocations, and meet with do not know what the decision will be.
one accord to render homaee to the mem- Each place at which a site has been offered
has been visited and no further oral arory of our illustrious dead. '

was

upon that day. Let us all, between the

also

I

Sealed proposals will be received bv the
Council of the city, of Holland,
general and
Michigan, urtil Tuesday, 5 o’clock, p. m.,
Let our flags continue their mournful city last Wednesday. Port Huron being August 18th, 1885, for the furnishingant
drooping. Let funeral honors be rendered the last city they had visited. Gov. Alger delivering of lumber for one year for city
of the City

new

they beat evenrthtog.The dash is a
which cannot be broken.

ever displayed in this city.

The Soldiers’ Some Commission.

would hereby respectfullyenjoin

upon the people

Strength and Durability

&btoSfb°“
jl’

partT

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

__

Clipped from Canada Presbyterian,under signature of C. Blackett Robinson,
to subscribe for this valuable work will be
Prop.: I was cured of oft-recurring bilious
given an opportunity.
headaches by Burdock Blood Bitters.

Hot mil Cold Water!

than Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Numerous
crude mixtures are offered to the public
as “blood purifiers,” which only allure
the patient with the pretense of many
cheap doses, and with which It is folly to
experimentwhile disease is steadilybecoming more deep-seatedand difficultof
i cun. Some of these mixtures do much
lasting hann. Bear In mind that the only

[Dr.

Six botifisfor $5.

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Etc.

BARBER SHOPS,
and other bnsinesa buildings.Also for

Ail

kinds of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

for which we keep on hand ail modern fixtures.
There ii nothing in the line of plumbing that we
cannot do or rapplj.

put in and repaired.
'

PUPARSD BY
J. C. Ayer A Co„ Lowell, lUsa.
SoMbyaBDrugglito:PrloiDi '

_

and pot In

HOTELS,

Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels,

Give us a

call

.

VAN LANDEGKND 9k KIRKBOF,
Holland, Mich., June

IS,

1885.

always In stock. All plnmbing warranted.

R. KANTERS A SONS.
Holland, Mich., July 10.
as-fim

1885.

meot contemplatesdredging the channel
200 feet wide. The report says $94,225
SHILOH'S GOUGH and Consumption Cure is

W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. will complete the improYement and an
Terau

of

appropriation of $50,000

SnbtoripMoB.

On Muskegon

is

requested,

,icare'

harbor, last year’s expen-

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
diture was $7,268 and $17,559 remains
paid at three months, and $$.00 if
paid at six months.
available.The improvement of the chan*
Rates of advertislnjf
made known on app'fci
1 cation.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of

changes.

nel has for

its

stock of stationery lust re-

ceived.

YATES & KANE.

SHERWIN

object an increase of width

and will cost $118,which $100,000 can be profitably

from 185

only that the

An immense

Bustoses Cards In Cltv Directory, not over three 625, of
noa #0
lines.
1*2 now
per attvanvn
annum.
vs B^sawaavs
Rotioesof
Births,asMssaagW'
Marriages,aauu
and Deaths pub- expended during the next year.
lished without charge for subscribers.
The sum of $41,760 remains available
QF'All advertising bills collectableuuarterl
after this year’s expenditure of $9,568 on

Haven. The perma-

the harbor of Grand

That Ache in Small of Buck.

purchased the store building and
stock of goods formerly owned by M.
Jonkman on the corner of Kiver and
Tenth streets. All accounts dufe or against
Mr. Jonkman, on account of store, will be
settled by me.

„

R. E.

Holland, July

16,

Weary, Selling Bans.

24-4w

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS,

that vesselscan enter during any weather.
It is estimated to cost $210,001,

Connell.

made mlaerablo by that
terriblecough. Shiloh’eCure 1* the remedy for

of which

*

“

We guaranteethat a gallon

CATARRH CURED, health and eweet breath
eecured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cente. Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates A
Kane.

_

M. DcFeyter, sal. 1st quarter, $75; E. Vaupell,
Vcr Schure, salary for

Gam:—

BOOTS AND SHOES.

to

have just received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The stock is
complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
at reasonable prices. We sell

I

^

1885.

?l
per bof"
bottle.

TKa

kidney oomphta.

ggrg’SS

any to the market.

^

ObeliM,

IS, 1885.

ATTENTION
Farmers and

^
see.

I

KANE.

it.

^ SedenUryhabits, mental worry, nervooi
sawtement.excess or imprudencein eat1m or drinking,and various other causes,
induce Conrtpsttonfollowed by general
derangementerf tbs liver, kidney*, *od
stomach, in which the disorder of each
organ Increases the infirmity of tbe others.

1 The immediate resolts are Loa

TOWNS.

I

Mail Exp.

Why

t Th^ci.lyV«Murer reP0rted tor
July
lied.

the

month

for

the

of

I

Nl’t

relied upon to effect a cure. Thoo cums
not amenable to the enrathe Influenceof
Pius alone wiU certainly yield If

m

25
37
56
30
60
10

A

the
aw
purtfyingpropeitbs
few V

skied by the powerful Mondof Ayer’s Sajwapa_

F!

Ayer’s Pills
Never fall to relieve tbe bowels and protheir healthfuland, regular action,
cure Dyspepsia.Temporary

my

stomach b spurred by HWtters> and a1c£

p. m.
40 11 35 5 00 2 15
230 12 37 8 27 4 35
2 44 12 52 9 20 6 15
3 36 1 45 12 00 7 00
4 30j 2 45 2 35
9 10
7 10 6 00
ft
n.|
p.m. p.m.ja.
m. p.m. p. m.

nishes telief? Sold by all dealers and can

Am’s

palilativee all do permanent harm. The
fitful activityinto which the enfeebled

Exp. Mix. Mix’d

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.

Holland .............10
Grand Junction ...... 11
Bangor ...............
11
Benton Harbor ...... 1
New Buffalo .......... 2
Chicago ............. 7

Appe-

Fool Breath.Heartburn, Flat*
utence, Dtzzinea, Sick Headacba, failure
of physical and mental vigor, dtereaslng
sense of wdghl and fultoessln the stomach,
and increased Costivenere, all of which are
known under one head as Dyspepsia.
t- IneverytnstanMwhere this ataeuee does
pot originate from scrofulous taint in the
blood, Ayer’s Pius may be confidently

^

M\

of

tite, Nausea,

L

for purchMe or
marshal reported the collectiou of the
One or two doses of Dr. Schouten’s Comfollowin': monies and the receipt of the city
treasurer for the amounts as paid into the city pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
treasurer.t-»-wit: plumber’slicense,$10; tapping
wain iiiaine ,$48.50 ; water rateiT $4153 ; ~r£Ite* cases, dlarhoee and the serious results ot
lal lurm-lieilNValah,De Roo & Co., $S8.18
summer complaints.
run risks, when
proved«and rhe monies ordered charged to
city treasurer.
one bottle of this famous remedy fur-

Vt

DYSPEPSIA.,

__

Woodsmen.

city

(wait

.

Holland, Mich., May

KANE.

The

tywewooldtyttsm. The

iAmywtfeemlliewntoimproveetonce.
Md 1^ wm ebbtD do non bent work

CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
B. Werkman of $8.17 referredto the committeeon ' pended, leaving an available balance of immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’e Cure. For aalc
C aim* HfH Rrrmn.ffl
_ •
by Vatee & Kane
claims
and accounts.The remainder of bills allowed and warrantsordered issued on the city $20,015. The estimate says $51,015 will
treasurer for the several amounts.
be required to complete the work, and
Fresh, pure Drug. con*. mly receiving. ffe will buy all tbe Sieve end Heading
The committeeon poor reported, presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor recommends an appropriationof that
i ATES &
[Bolts you can make and deliver the year
and said committee,recommending $23 for the
amount.
round, viz:
*U,PJ!,0.r,1
i°Qr P^r/or ihe two week» ending
August 19, 1885.^- Adopted.
Croquet sets, Base Ball goods and
ft a'118, 1? inch,‘9 1on,?'
By the committee on fire department—
These are Solid Facts.
Ptohin, Toot/
" 11 *
HDa W bite Ash Stave Bolts. 80 inches long.
Fishing
Tackle.
Call
and
Elm
Slave
Bolts, 38 inches long.
GMTLKIIBN-Your committee on Are departThe best blood purifier and system regment after further examination of samples and
YATES &
Rl«wk Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long. ~
prices of hose, would respectfully report that in ulator ever placed witl& the reach of
Black Ash Rending Bolts 88 inches long
their opinion the union hose offered by Carleton
THAT HACKING cough can be so quickly gattwond Heading Bolts, 88 inches long,
A Co., and the Baker fabricthree-ply hose, offered suffering humanity, truly is Electric Bitby the Gutta Percha Rubber Manufacturing
tomcured by Shiloh’s Cure. We guarantee
| Pine Heading Bolts, 20 Inches long.
ters. Inactivity of the Liver, Biliousness,
best hose, price and quality concontract!or further inWILL
YOU
SUFFER
with
Dy*pep*to
and
Liver
For making contracts
sidered,that are offered tons, and we therefore Jaundice, Constipation,Weak Kidneys,
Complaint?^Shlioh’a totalizer to guaranteed to J formation apply lo Fixter's Stave Factory.
recommend the purchase of 700 feet In all of these
two varietiesof hose. We submit herewith ad- or any disease of the urinary organs, or
ditional samples of various kinds.-8igned by
whoever requiresan appetizer, tonic or
or to G. Van Putten «fc Sims’ store.
committee.
A recess of ten minutes wa* taken to enable the mild stimulant, will always find Electric
goaife.
members ol the Council to examine the hose.
Bitters the best and only certain cure
After recess. The report of the committee on
nre department was not adopted by yeas and known. They act surely and quickly,
nays as follows: Yeas, Rose, Bangs, Kanters and every bottle guaranteedto give entire sat
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
De Roo. Naya, Ter V ree, Boyd, and Bertsch.
isfaction
or
money
refunded.
Sold
at
fifty
By the committee on city library—
Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.
Gmtlmxn:— Your committee on library would cents a bottle by H. Walsh.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
respectfullyask permissionto expend about $3u
Serious Results,

et-

7-iy

!A

m.

to

Sc BANGS
DRUG STORE.

ex-

1

wm notable

I

KREMERS

8PRIETSMA & SON,

Holland, March 19,

in

M

8t.

Im, to*.
tmatM
took. I

275

For Information ai d UluMratert rample book
call at

Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
L.

to Mjrs-

Bittors. tiMUlt Is

area

SUPERIOR PAINT,

SHILOH'S VITALIZER is what you need for
quire $82,500, of which $10,000 is asked Constipation.
and (111
all
----- ------ Low of Appetite, Dlxzlnenaauu
pvmntnmw
Hvanunaiu
rymptom*nf
of Dyspepsia.
Price 10 and 75 ___
cente
for the next fiscal year.
Joseph Harbor only $868 was

mill cover

square feet, ttco coats, and that they

We

place, and made sand tight. This will re-

On

_ ____

<

sweting Burdock

$150,000 could be profitably expended
Holland, Mich., Aug. 4, 1885.
during the next fiscal year.
The Common Councilmet in regular session
and was called to order by thf mayor.
Eleven thousand nine hundred and
V Am K Avo VAB.ta r\w. S
~ ~ — Aldermen
Members present: Mayor VKanters,
forty-one dollars was expended on Black
Rose, Ter vree,
____
__
,
Bangs,
Kanters, De Roo, Boyd,
Bertsch, and the clerk.
Lake harbor during the past fiscal year,
Minutes of the last two meetings were read and An appropriation of $20,000 is asked for,
approved.
which, it Is expected, will complete the
F. 0. Nye and four others, residents ou Ninth
streetbetween Fish and Cedar streets, petitioned prospected improvement.
that a street lamp be placed on Ninth street, beThe amount available for the harbor of
tween Fish and Cedar street*.—Referred to 4the
committee on streets and bridges.
South Haven, after an expenditureduring
J ’ghcehfolf[ow,nK hllls^wereprwwnted^orjjajrment:
the past fiscal year ot $1,629, is $8,718.
labor on streets, 62c ; J^DeFey te
in g^' Me ;
To
complete the improvementthe piers
A. Hoffman, labor, 75c; B. P. Higgins,repairing
should be extended to those already

Burdock Blood Bitters

are being »o!d

WERKMAN.

1885.

Burdock Blood Bitters

ZPAIHSTTS

upon the extension of the present piers so

Common

WILLIAMS

I have

nent completion of this harbor depends

[omctAL.]

-

Notice.

to 800 feet

! f

1

^

hollo stimulants, to inevitablyfollowed

tinbSwe

^

w*inw*,Uw

NOoetl
nw, Induced by my sedentary
i£22j?f ‘H*. hecaow chronic; Area's Pilu
ii

— r

>

rTih^

el^*l.co“®I?<,oner
reported

or •jui}, icco.— Filed.

be obtained of Dr. R.

month

The city physician reported having treated five
cases in the month of July.— Filed.
The secretary of Eagle Hose Co. reported the
came of Barney DeVries as strickenfrom the
roll of membership, he being a non-resident, and
that Yr. Cornelias Steffens wa* elected a member
of said company subjectto the approval of tbo
Common Connell.— Approved.
The engineer of the fire departmentpresenteda
ommanlcatlon from the general agent of the
K jady Eire Ex. Co., regarding the sale of the hand
nre engines.— Referred to the committee on fire
department.
By the clerk-

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

A. Schouten,Cor.

Wenham

avenue and Division street,
Chicago ..........
Grand Rapids, Mich. Price, 85 cents a New Rnfialo
-------.....
of

bottle or three bottles for

$j.00.

27-tf

BILLY'S

TONSORIAL PARLORS

m.
ptm. a. m.
V 00 3 30 9 30

a.

85 5 40
Benton Harbor
12 42 628
Bangor ...............207 7 15
Grand Jnnction ...... 2 30 7 29
Holland ............. 8 30 8 :«)
11

12 10
1 45
2 55
3 17
1 40

yon can get a

7 25
10 15
1 ’’S
3 00
5 20

frier. 1 found their action aaay, and obtained
prompt relief. They bare ben^ted me more
than all the medleiora eeer before tried." M.V.
Warsoa, 162 8Sat» St., Chicago, III.

A Good Glean Shaye.

A Warning.
A Scientific Haircut or
coneeted the coetive
ip m. p.m. a. m. p. m.
habit, and rarthr implored my general health."
Pain is civen for the wise purpose of
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Rsv.
FiuNcta
B.
Haelows,
Atlanta, 6a.
Invigorating
informingus of tbe presence ot danger
"The most efteOra Sod the
and disease. Any little excitementof an
at any time. V
unusual nature disturbs the balance of the
my bowels and free my bead from pato/ W. L
aim. Ip. m
Paaa, McJmoad, Va.
system, the nervous energies are ext4 45 10 15: 5 35
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
hausted, and headache and a hundred
4 56 10 25 5 45
6 45 11 15[ 6 30
other disturbancesare the result. Many
yean, Area's PiusTiare benefitedme mote
Ghutlimbn:—The time for which the city of of the miseries of modern man and woFROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Ladies hair cleaned ard dressed In tbe latest
Uian any medicine I hare arer taken." P. R.
Holland has contracted for the furnishing of tornfashion.
Rosaaa, Ihodmore,Brown Go* Ind.
a. m. p.m p.m.ip.m.
ber to be ueed for city purposes expires August 5, manhood might be cured and prevented
“For Drapepaia they ar« invaluable." J. T.
9 15 1 00 10 40 4 15
were their approach heeded and resisted, Grand Rapids.
«*o. H. hipp.
Hares, Mrxia, Texas.
10 02
—Accepted and the clerk Inetructed to advertise having their origin In derangements of the Zeeland .......
11 23 5 10
Holland .....
FIES1-CUSS TOILET WATER FOB SALE
10 15 1 4011 38J 5 85
for bide for furnlahlng lumber for one year to the
liver and blood, dyspepsia, jaundice, indicity of Holland.
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
w. B.XU.MG ARTEL.
The following bills having been approvedby the gestion, costiveness and other unwholePRKPAEED BY
Holland. Mich.. March 1«. 1««5.
board of water commissioners,were certifiedto some conditions. Evils of a diseased naa m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m.
Dr. J. C. Aynr A Co* Lowell, Mam.
the OommonjConncil for payment: Boot & Kra- ture find a certain care by tbe use of Gol- Holland..; .......... 10 20 8 80 t5 30 5 35 8 30
Grand Haven ....... 11 05 4 10 6 30 6 30 9 12
mer,
— broom, 80c; R. E. Werkman.
vv va^AAAiaiii lumber
luiui/^Ifor
ivr
Sold by all Druggists.
den Seal Bitters. In this medicine, na- Ferrysbnrg ..........11
qaI, $19.*20: K. B. Trowbridge,paintingroof of
13 4 15 6 40 6 85 . 9 17
mp works, $5 00: C. A W. M. R’y, freight,96c; ture, added by art, has produced a rare Mimkegnn ..........11 55 4 50 7 20 7 in 9 55
Winter, salary, $83.53; James B. Clow & >on, combinationof medicinal properties,wiseFROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
18 corporation ups. $14.15; Yates & Kane, book
Notice to Teactera.
ly adapted to the cure of diseases common
SELF-CURE
tor water board, 48.25; C. & N . Iron and Pip? Co
p. m. a. m p.m a.m. p.trn.
The
following
schedule of time* and il cos for
to
mankind.
The
vitalizing
principals
two
specials,
$3.30; «».sava*
Alfred UUUVIVT,
Hnntley, labor
---—
IIIUUIo
uu
Muskegon
1 20 11 55 6 50 8 15
bolding public examination*
of teachers i is Lshu
9 35
mains and pipes, $33.75.-Allowedand warrants embodied in Golden Seal Bitters will as- Ferry eburg.
ebure
2 00 12 28 7 85 8 50 10 20
arranged by the Ottawa County Board of aci..«il
ordered Issued on the city treasurerfor the several suredly cure tbe broken down dyspeptic. Grand Haven
2 10 12 88 780 9 00 in 25
Examiners for the fall of 1885:
amounts.
8 05, 1 20 8 If 10 00 11 15
Sold by H.
25-4 Holland .......
.Addraaa DR. WARD A CO., Lo«i*ia«a, Mo.
By Aid. Do Roo—
Friday, August 14, at Grand Haven;
ip.m.

l8?5,

Shampoo.

--

-

...

.

!

...

*

AYER'S PILLS,

JB*

FREE!

JFreliable

:

.

..

Walsh.

Rfsdvsd. That the sum of $500, loaned from the
general fund and placed to the creditof the fire departmentfund, be transferredto the gensral fund.

"

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

Eucklen’s Arnica Salve.
P.m
i. m
The best salve in tbe world for Cuts, Holland...,
*
3 30
10 15
Fillmore.
Bruises.
Sores,
Ulcers,
Salt
Rheum,
Fever
3
45
in 80
Council adjourned.
Hamilton
3
55
10 40
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
GEO. H. 8IPP, Citv Clerk
Allegan ..
4 30
11 15
Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positiveFROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
The Harbors.
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
a. m p.m. p.m
9 10 4 30 11 1
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. AUegan .....
A dispatch from Washington announces For sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and A Hamilton....
9 42 5 02 12 14
Fillmore ......
9 60 5 10 12 80
that Capt. D. W. Lockwood,corps of en- De Kruif, Zeeland,Mich.
Holland .....
10 15 5 85 1 00
gineers, has submitted his annual report

-Adopted.

Sept. 25,

“

.

.

Gen. Newton on tbe improvementof

to

t Daily, tt Dally except
trains dally except Sunday.

A Card.

To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
Lake Michigan, a portion of
which we give below: “The sum of $6,- and indiscretionsol* youth, nervous weak
-nsa, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
U28 has been expended ou tbe improveJll send a recipe that will cure you,
ment of Charlevoixharbor and entrance FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
to Pine Lake, Mich., leaving $4,802 avail- waa discovered by a missionaryin South
able. It is estimated that $50,000 can be America. Send a selt-addressed envelope
to the Rkv. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
profitablyexpended during tbe next fiscal
New York
gg.iy
year. Capt. Lockwood estimates that
harbors on

City.

$150,000 can be expended during the next
fiscal

year.

*

Only $928 was expended on Manistee
harbor during the put

fiscal year, leaving

$11,740 available.An appropriationof
$50,000

is

asked for

and $102,700 is

esti-

mated will complete tbe work, and $40,-

aminers,

oonra wist.

288 707
256 7 r
04

OntralTtai

The expenditure during the year on
White River harbor was $6,890, and
$6,378 remains available.The improve

10.

LAHUlS.Ste’v.
1885.
2(-i5:

OOIVO IA8T.

TOWNS Pa**. Pass. Mix.

Pass.
p. m.

545
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8

40
04
09
16

V
45
09
25

a. m.
L Toledo A 11 10
. Dundee.. 10 10
..Britton .. 946
Ridgeway. 9 42
Tecumieh. 9 32
...Tipton... 9 17
...Darted.. 905
..Addiaou.. 8 43
.. Jerome.. 8 26

882 ..Moscow.. 820
8 42 ..Hanover.. 808
8 53 .. Pnlaski.
7 57
9 15 ...Homer.. 7 88
9 44 . .Marshall
706
9 57 ...Cereaco.. 8 49
10 15 •BattleCr»k 630
.

7 35

p.

m.

.

.

fi.

“

Van Putten & Sods

5 10
4
8
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,

15

52
47
37
22
08
45
28

FOR BARGAIN*) IN GINGHAMS.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,
FOR BARGAINS IN HOHIBRY.

21

10
59 p. m
800
1 38
1 14 7 33
1 02 7 21
12 44 7 03
12 27 6 43
12 20 635
!2 15 6 29
11 43
5 55
11 35 6 47
11 30
5 37

25-41

A fink line

of Blank Books Just reD00 can be profitablyexpended daring the ceived. Call and see. Yatbs A Kane.
next fiscal year.

Ziela'D Mich . July

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

S

.

ALBERT

ul

Pass. Agt.

S 10 7 42
Only 35 Csnti.
..Richland
a 45
8 24
.Montleth.
8o confident are we that Dr. Pete’s 85 8 51 8 34
...Flak...,
cent Cough Cute will oot dissapoint the
J 59
8 39
.. Kellogg..
4
10
8
50
A Allegan L
11 20 525
most sanguine expectationsof a tingle
p.m. pi m.
a. m. a.m.
broken-downconsumptive Invalid,
' w that
we warrant it, bad we Dot the tnosi perfect
Train
confidencein its virtues,we would
mid not
i
u
AtJSLai°’.wU.h
At Dunthink of offering It as we do. Sold by H. d*®. with r A. A. A G. T. At dlwgin*.
Britton,with Wab-

Walsh.

LINSEED

..

G. CHURCHILL. Station Agent.

“isr

able! Itisestlmatedfm.SOOwill be required to complete this work, and that

oLKAlja

Saturday. All other

CARPENTER. Gen.

J. H.
F.

TSW'

special

applicants for 1st or 2nd grade certificates
----------------will please appei
aDDear at the
regularexamination,
uct. 30. •»*«
An ••unKubv
allowance will
win ucrraitvr
hereafter ou
be maou
made ou
the average standing of applicants for attendance
at teachers’Institutes.
By order of Ottawa County Board of School ExAll

Tickets to all points In the United Mates and

IMPORTANT.

ing the year, and $9,008 remains avail-

Coopersuille;

October 8o, at Grand Haven,
(Regular.)

iJYPUREWHITEwj
PURE

at

Holland,

Canada.

a. m.
$115,000 is required to complete the
10 10
When yon visit or leave New York City, save 11 02
An appropriation of $50,000 is asked for
K*PICw,4*e- *nd Carriage hire and atop 11 24
Frankfortharbor, Mich., during tbe com- at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cen- 11 29
tral Depot.
11 89
ing fiscal year, spd $80,000 is estimated as
Elegant rooms fitted up at a coat of one million 11 65
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day 12 08
necessary to complete tbe improvement.
on European plan. Restaurant supplied with the 12 80
Two thousand nine hundred and ninety- best Hone car, stages,and elevated railroad to 12 48
all depots. Families can live better for less 12 55
three dollars was expended during the
1 06
bo1''
“
year, leaving $4,644 available.
1 17 a. m.
1 88
6 10
For tbe improvement of Portage Lake
2 05 6 37
2 17 6 49
harbor, Mich., $9, 074 was expended dur-

wuk.

2% at

urn, wuu . v. n. iv. av oauie uret’K. w tn C

FOR BARGAINS

IN HATS.

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
ST.

r*
x
general
and

LOUIS

manufactures the
largest quantity of White Lead of

gS

kept to a

fur all goods

i n

Store

wd iu

"Collier Company,”
where you can boy the beet goods

^Southern Company ”
“St Louis L. & O. Co., Red Seal,”
are always perfectly pure, and
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should
insist upon having the above
|

G.

Van Putten

bet* in Chicago or ekewheie.

MVfiBSX

&

Sot

a
!

CYPRESS.

Fertile Pian di Latte, made a pris- redeem his rears of idlsaess and live on an old woman croaked, “He can eat it,
oner between purple hills and blue sea, canvas, a vision of loveliness, combin- but another would die.”
The mirth changed to groans and
ing the golden tones of Tatian, with
traveling from Paris without stopping, where
Mooullght,and low, and magnolia two* ;
cries.
A chorus of female voices exthe
redundant
coloring
of
Rubens
and
"Life,
like
a
dome
of
many-colored
glass
he
learned
that
Roger
Hale
had
been
A bans gray house on a lonely hill
Stains the white radiance of eternity."
A river beW, with the sweep of seas
ressed a desire to have the
to
skin of
the charm of Hans Makart or Cabanal. pressed
in that brilliant city, but bad gone on
And on air of stillness, so strangely stillIn the train the Englishman said to He was called color mad by his fellow Roger Hale. Two onarde attempted
toward Italy, sketching along the shore.
So still of trouble or strife or stir,
The
to force their way to his resone.
ret
I heard my heart as it beat for her.
The information gleaned was some- John Leggat: "The Sister of Charity artists.
Roger Hale was a short and stout artist flung the sausage into the butchwhat vague when analyzed. Every- will be given the place of honor in the
agile
body knew Roger Hale, but no one was cemetery. Yes; the cadet's was a ful- man, with flowing beard, nose turning er's face, and with
Her lover and she and the cypress tree ;
minating case, of course.”
up
at the tip, and a pair of hazel eyes, bound cleared the space behind the
preoise
as
to
dates
respecting
his
moveAnd If Alone by the black lagoon— „
‘T wonder if Roger Hale still lives?” seeing everything their owner wished altar, gained the corner and vaulted
A place of ghosts and of mysteries—
ments. The term used was that he was
Lake lilies upheld to the loveless moon
thought John.
to discern, and further shaded by a felt into a carriage. He was saved. The
generally
around
somewhere
and
a
The darknessslain by the s.word of day
PABT SECOND.
bat, which had lost all shape m hard occupants of the vehicle made way for
very good fellow.
And under the cypress trees bidden away.
usage,
now serving as a pillow and him, too much astonished for words.
John departed along the shore, in
IIL— IN CLOSE PURSUIT.
m.
again protecting the owner’s head from
“Lord ! That butcher nearly did for
turn, undeterred by fierce beat and the
Her wondrous hair I Her eyes were as large
Escaping from the land quarantine snn and rain. He took his chances as me.”
sinister
rumor
that
cholera
had
apAs torch-lostdeer’s, that feeding in moss,
John Leggat hastened to Genoa, where they came, and life was as glorious to
“You speak English?” demanded the
And seeing the light in the huntsman’s barge, peared at Toulon and Marseilles. He
Lifts up its head and oomee wading across, searched every town, hamlet, and inlet he learned that Roger Hale was in him as to Ernest Renan. Hence the new-oomer. “Have you met Roger
Wide-eyed and dared, and reaches its head—
of a picturesque coast until checked Milan. At Milan he was told the artist charm of the Siren Parthenope, a study Hale at Naples?”
Trusting and reaching— and so, shot dead
Rapid explanations ensued. John
by the frontier and the land quarantine had sought the Turin Exhibition. He signifyinglight, warmth, a goddess
IV.
which had been established on that took the next train for Turin, bat failed bathed in a luminous atmosphere, with Leggat has just arrived. The artist
"The cypress is as secret as death," said I,
sultry July day. Oh, joy! must not to find the missing heir in the Mediaeval shadow of ilex, palm, and orange learned of his brother’s death with con“And Death, he is dearer to me than gold."
Roger Hale have been caught at this Castle or the Kermess Fair. The hotel groves cast athwart her draperies,and trition. He confessed that he did not
Bo the cypress woods and the wave hard by
secretary was absolutelysure the ob- the peaks of Vesuvius and Monte St. always read his sister’s letters quite
Have many and many a secret to hold—
point, like a fish in a net?
"For why did she turn to the wood and the wave
ft there nothing new under the snn? ject of inquiry had returned to Venice. Angelo in the background. The vis- through and seldom responded. The
And look and look as In dead love's grave?
Ventimiglia, the familiar gateway to Launching letters and telegrams,like ion intoxicatedhim as he passed by the two men actually forgot their sur-Jos O. Miller, U the Current.
Italy, associated in the traveler's mind a shower of arrows, in all directions, ancient Via Latina through the roundings for the»moment.
thence The King, accompanied by his brothwith the 5-frano bribe of unmolested John turned his face toward the Adri- Campagna Felice,
pressed er, was approachingthe royal palace,
The Search For Bober Hale trunks, and the shaking out of ball atic. A fresh perplexityawaited him. onward to Naples.
dresses in search of imaginary cigars Venice gained, he lost trace of Roger forward eagerly to the goal. the carriage breasting a human wave of
By Virginia w. Johnson, Author of “The for the conscientioustourist who with- Hale altogether. What had become of Modern competition did not dis- clamorons subjectsas far as eye could
must learn if reach. Years before the soldier Victor
Image of San Donato,” Etc,
holds the coin, presented to John Leg- him? Piqned, he sought banker, con- may, but oh !
sul,
hotels,
and
lodgings
in
vain.
A
ancient
art
had
traced
on marble and Emanuel, in his shooting-coat,from
gat a most unusual aspect. Harassed
PART FIRST.
officials directedcrowds of frightened lady at the table d’hote stated that a fresco of temple and bath the image he San Rossore had undertaken the .same
third-classpassengers, carrying bun- •party of artists had gone to Titian’s sought He gained the museum, obe heroic pilgrimage.
L— ONE OF THREE.
“That's the real article, you know,”
dles over their shoulders, while heaps country ten days before, and Roger livious to outward event, going and
In the month of June, 1884, the law of merchandise remained scattered Hale was of the number. The lady coming in the cool halls, enriched with quoth the artist; “I don’t care much
changed countenance slightly when she Pompeiian urn, candelabra,bronze, the about kings, but when I meet a man
office of Milliken, Frost & Co., situated about.
on a noisy thoroughfare of the city of
“The land quarantine is established," learned that the American had sped af- light gleaming on crystal and gem, braver than I am I take off my hat to
New York, presented its usual aspect. said an Englishman at his elbow. “It’s ter the artists.
Roman empresses gazing down cyni- him.”
“I am almost sure that was one of cally on .®reid and Venus. The artist
Three heads bent over three desks, only a matter of five days; but it would
In the railway carriage Roger Hale
while three pens scratcheddiligently at have been a good job to have got the names,” she mused, “or was it found a stick of chocolatein his pocket, said, musingly
Smith?”
and ate it while studying the figures of
“The picture must be Parthenope
the respectivetasks.
through yesterday.”
The artists cheered John. Roger a sarcophagus. He would have worked desolate, a Niobe weeping for her slain
Mr. Hiram Milliken emerged from
The fertile plain of Plan di Latte,
the private rooms of the firm, paused blooming with olive and vineyard,re- was to join them later, and if the law- on had the custodians dropped about children, a Sibyl outlivingthe griefs of
in the middle space of the office, twirl- sort of the richer inhabitantsof Venti- yer remained in their midst or hung him, for the town was already plague- a stricken world. In the background
ing the gold seals which depended over miglia in ihe autumn, had been con- about Venice, Halo was sure to turn up. stricken. Artists have wrought thus Cassamicciola topples to ruin in the
his white waist-coat, and looked at the verted into a lazaretto, with such nice The chief authorityrecalled, all in in siege and famine. Naples, spent shadow of Epomeo, while at Partheowners of the heads ruminatingly.
distinctions in the social grade as tho sketching a flight of steps, that Hale with fierce summer heat, stung by sud- nope’s feet lies a dead child, crowned
The pens paused, and three pair of lodging of John Leggat in a villa, to had sought Florence to copy a head of den storms, charged with hail, ener- wi h flowers, the summer of 1884.”
eyes regarded the great man in re- be served by caterers from San Remo, Titian’s in the Ritti Gallery. John vated by tropical showers arousing
In the month of October Katy White
spectful interrogation, for Mr. Milliken, while those frightened fugitives of the journeyed to Florence,discovered a can- sickly emanations from the soul, must glanced np through her falling tears to
a lawyer of fine reputation, largo con- third class, the operativesfrom Toulon vas on which a woman’s face was out- keep the festa of tho Riedegrotta,with behold John Leggat standing in the
nection, and ample fortune, was a very and Marseilles, were sheltered be- lined, and learned that Roger Hale jingle of tambazza, snapping of castag- doorway. He had his arm linked
great personage, indeed, in the estima- neath tents and fed by the bounty of had left for Leghorn some weeks be- nettes, and the partaking of red pep- through that of a short mao, as if feartion of his clerks. Some communica- their government. The hills guarding fore. At Leghorn the artist was said pers, fried in oil, macaroni, rizza, salad, ing to lose him.
tion of importancewas about to be the spot, crowned by convent and to have gone to Sardinia with an Ital- and fruit How to live without the
“My darling Katy,” exclaimed John
made, for the stranger,who had been chapel and merging to the snow-cap- ian. A merchant promised to telegraph red tomato sauce? How to banish the triumphantly, “let me introduce you
received an hour before, was visible ped Maritime Alps in the distance, to a certain person at Rome for more fig, ripening in luscious abundance for to Mr. Roger U&\e.n— Chicago Inter
through the open door engaged in looked down on the strange scene of accurate information. John waited, the good of man, nourishment of the Ocean.
earnest ronversation with Mr. Frost courage, bravado, misery in the im- fumed with impatience, fast verging to Roman athlete ? Tho city, pouting at
The Turcoman at Home.
and Mr. Whitney.
prisonment of this human tide of cap- exasperation. The artist, ever within municipal authority, had stretched
“As sure as you are alive something tives. Roger Hale was not here. His reach, perpetuallyeluded him. How forth her hand and* plucked the fruit
Any traveler who has crossed the
is up with old Fudge,” whispered Harry pursuer was the fish caught in the net easy it had seemed to find him I John When Roger Hale gained the town and wild upland region lately occupied by
began to fear Roger Hale was a myth hastened to the museum, a cry had Russia on the border of Afghanistan,
Fayall to his comrades of the desk.
of delay.
Old Fudge was the nickname bearisen in the crowded streets,where the and has seen the Turcoman camps and
The Englishman,belongingto the —a will-o’-the-wisp.
Leghorn swarmed with life; groups idler paused, staggered,fell, while his Afghan villages with which it is
stowed by the facetious youth on his commercial class known as a traveler,
senior, who. unconsciousof the imperti- possesseda florid complexion and of girls gathered about the fountains; comrades fled.
studded, has surveyed at one glance
nence, continued
to scan the group be white eyelashes. His raiment of plaid the air was redolent of hot oil frizzling
Roger Hale emerged on thorough- tho past and the present of Central
nenoe,
coi
fore him.
cloth, pinkish-yellowin hue, gave him on the domestic altar of sapper in nar- fares rapidly thinning of frequenters, Asia. The fortress-likeAfghan hamlet,
funeral procession and closing shops. Ho had come with its huge gray mud wall aud narfould either of you like to search an odd resemblanoe to a caterpillar. A row streets.
“Would
for a missing man?'’ inquired Mr. Frenchman, with white gaiters, gray passed along a quay, the candies of the hither to seek a siren, basking on gold- row, sinister loop-holes,behind which
Milliken.
moustache, and a round glass inserted penitents flaring; a black prison-van, en sands, aud found the charnel- the low, fiat-roofed earthen hovels hud“Yes, sir,” replied John Leggat, in one eye, mocked at the quarantine, guarded by royal carbineers, wearing house. The doom of fear was written dle so closely together as barely to
promptly.
the Italian soldiery, the confusion of cocked hats, crept behind the four-in- on all faces. Death met him on every leave passage room between them, re“Expenses paid?” echoed Bichard the railway station, more by a veiled hand of a Greek banker. The sun set side, wrapped in scanty rags in the iresents the marauding shepherd of
Marshall, a prudent and dry young cynicism than mere indiscretionof beyond the tranquil Mediterranean in hovel and scaling the palace alike. Old be east in his more advanced stage of
man, whose sandy hair hung straight speech. He diverted a group of cadets a fiery disk, dyeing the waves crimson age shriveledbefore it; the warm cur- ixed residence in one spot, bnt still reand limp about his face, and whose thin by humming the latest Parisian song and gold. John strolled about the rent of the youth was stilled. The pop- taining enough of his guerrilla nature to
lips closed like the valves of certain on the refrain of the Microbe. The gardens of the shore, and sought one of ulation surged, like a restless tide, regard every stranger as an enemy, and
sea-shells.
German savant inspected water the piers. On the right the serrated dazed, frantic, or fleeing before the to build every house like a fort The
“Expenses paid, and $1,000 for your sources and made notes. A Spaniard peaks of the Carrara Mountains sloped thunderbolt falling in their midst, as light Turcoman tent of felt and saptrouble, if you find him,*’ continued Mr. and a portngese,silent,dry and yellow to the brink of the Speziau Gull All the citizens of Pompeii once fled from lings, set up or pulled down in a few
Milliken.
of visage, smoked cigarettes. Officers about him the people laughed and the lava torrent After revelry came moments, typifies the same man in his
“I will find him,1’ said John Leggat, clanked their sabers jauntily, while the talked in a babel of tongues. A Sicil- repentance. How to analyze the cause original character of a wandering
wiping his pen and restoring it to the soldiers* remained taciturn, prepared ian princess, with narrow, Spanish face, more calmly than did the leeches of herdsman, flying from his enemy or
rack. “Who is he? Why is he want- for a campaign without glory, yet as enveloped in opalesoent draperies like the Middle Ages, when the plague slew pouncing upon him with equal suddenthe sea at snn-set, drank coffee at 20.000 in a day in these streets. The ness, swoopmg off with bis booty into
ed?”
heroic as battle.
The lawyer regarded him with marked
The summer night fell softly. John the next table. A piquant beauty, clad contagion had leaped from the black the desert like one of its own vultures,
satisfaction. Courage and energy Leggat could not sleesp. The vigilant in maize-coloredsatin, claimed the alleys of the Mercato to the Pendino, ever occupied with the duties of findcepuoie in •• me
of purpose were perceptible
the watched. He opened the door. A Sis- homage of a bevy of cavaliers. One by Vicaria, and San Oario, as a vast con- ing grass and water for the flooks and
yonthwith the keen, gray eye, hand- ter of Charity glided along the corri- one little boats, wreathed with Swaving flagration spreads fanned by the wind. herds that formed his whole possessome features and currling, black hair, dor, followed by two assistants bearing lanterns, became detached from shore The artist looked about him incredulous- sions, and of anticipating any foe who
John possessedthe true
ne legal passion fresh linen. She paused and addressed and flitted over the water to cluster ly. Night was filled with rumors, fit- wished to cut his throat by cutting the
for tracing results to causes. Here was John in English. Rumor affirmed that about a yacht, gemmed with lights in ful dreams, stifled cries, and the ramb- latter’s throat first.
One of three. Prudent a great lady was among the first at an arch of green fire. A Venetian fete ling of heavy carts. Day found the
But despite all these bandit qualities
.11 bethought him of the Ventimiglia; the secret of her mission was transpiring, with song and revelry. town haggard. The King was coming, the Turcoman at home is no^ a bad
Suddenly a word, an exclamation,a cry bat before him was the archbishop. fellow by any means. Drawing bridle
he was wooing at a suburban unknown.
resort, and hesitatedbetween the bird
The days passed, slowly. The pris- wrought swift change to the fairy spec- Saints, processions, miracles might save on the crest of one of those long, low
in the hand and one on the wing. oners wrote letters; John to Katy, the tacle. The beauty held a telegram in from doctors and witches. A Madonna swells that break at times the gray unHarry Fayall was reluctant to give up Frenchman to a Paris editor,the cadets her rigid hand, the Rrincesshad started had bowed to a worshiper in her endiog sameness of the vast plains of
a fortnight of camping in the Adiron- to comrades of the college, with carica- to her feet— the very waiters paused to church. Roger Hale decided to return Central Asia, you see below you a tiny
dack Mountains. John Leggat must tures of the German savant on the look and listen. The cholera had to Rome by the next train. Ho went stream, sharply outlined against the
go. He received his instructionsin margin. Time was alone precious to reached and stricken Spezia. The eyes out into the streets. A procession surrounding defeat by the dark belt of
the private room. The missing man the latter, and the pages gathered of adjacent towns turned to the boun- hemmed him against a wall; girls, old undergrowthfringingit. On the bank
was an artist— Roger Hale by name. thickly beneath his pen as he traced dary of mountain in dread of the awful men, children swept past with a startled stand a dozen or more huge, pointed,
His brother had recently died in his the researchesof the Greek Inspector moment when the pestilence should rash of feet and rags. A boy fell for- dark gray objects very much like gigannative town in Central New York, leav- Kock, Hippocrates, in remote ages, os wing its noiseless and fatal way onward ward on his knees, the old water ven- tic “duncecaps,” around which a numing a considerable property to be di- equally applicable to the present tuna to strike them as well Panic ensued. der at the.corner threw np her arms, ber of sheep and cattle are feeding
vided between two sisters and tho ab- Books and journals acquired a value The lights went out, and the multitude as if stricken by an invisible missile. A shrill cry from a tall figure
sent Roger. No settlement could be calculated to inspire authors to fresh surged inland to join the fugitives of Beyond a crowd of gamblers fell into among them brings out of the tents half
made of sales until tho artist gave his effort for such ends. Occasionally the Spezia at Risa in a tumult of frenzied an ecstacy because the lucky numbers a score of gaunt, sinewy fellows in
consent He had been last seen at locomotive whistle, announcing fresh haste. The Princess journeyed,en- had turned up for Naples in the lottery. soiled, white tunics and high caps of
Nice, but as a correspondent Mr. Hale arrivals,made first-comersexchange a throned on her own luggage in the bag- A bane of youths begged alms of the black sheepskin, handling menacingly
left much to be desired.
artist,who tfaved them off and return- the spears and gnus which they have
glanca On the third day the Sister of gage van, rather than be left behind.
At this auspicious moment John ed to his hotel How wretohed and snatoned up.
*T will find him,” reiterated John Charity ceased to glide through the
Leggat “I shall sail on the next corridors of the villa. The Frenchman learned that Roger Hale was certainly somber was the scene. Rain fell heav- The Turcoman “Beg," or chief (for
steamer, if they put me in the coal paced the terrace all night, the English- at Naples.
ily, and the wind, cold as November, such he is), greets you with a guttural
“Let him stay there, then,” he cried agitated the sea, burling back noxious “Kosh amedeid” (you are welcome)
bunk. I wonder, what Eaty will think man sipped brandy and water, the
of it,” he added, as he sought the abode Spaniard and the Portugesequarreled wrathfully.
vapors at the town. Neapolitan malice more reasuring than the short carved
of his fiancee, on the very wings of over cards, the eadets, waxing reckless,
IV.— SAVED FROM THE MOP.
circumventedRoger Hale. The boys sabre within reach of his hand, which
shows by its notches that it has once
hope.
Roger Hale had an idea. When he prepared the crowd for him.
drank seltzer water on a wager, and
The search for Roger Hale meant feasted at the cafe. Next morning the had an idea he invariably put it into “See I The foreigner comes this way. done a thriving business. Bnt its
such a start in life as the marriage of cadets and the German disappeared.All execution.Was he not his own mas- He is the wizard, the poisoner, who master is now a tolerablypeaceful subthese young people, otherwise definite- mention of them was avoided. The ter? His visit to Sardinia had been brought the pest to Naples. He scat- ject of Russia, converted by that perly deferred. Katy White lived with her others showed themselveson the ter- brief, and gaining Rome by Civita-Veo- ters a powder from his pocket on the suasive strategy which might give a
brother on the fifth fioor of an apart- race and ate with public display of chia, be was meditatinga return when air, in the salt, on our food. He helps hint to the invaders of the Sondan :
ment building, where the increasing appetite. At noon tne German reap- the idea dawned upon him. A few the accursed doctors with his spells.
“We never wasted time in pursuing
heat and the improbabilityof a country peared and drank a bottle of beer with hoars of leisure decided him to write
The idle listened, the turbulent them, but beset the water-courses
holiday had aroused the imaginationof his breakfast. John and the English- to his relatives in America. He bought paused and scowled. Ae the artist whither they must repair sooner or
the children.Tommy had made a train man shook hands with him in silence. some postage stamps at a tobacconist's, passed the altar improvised before a later, and then we baa them at our
of cars of chairs in one corner, while The fifth night came. The American which the woman wrapped up in a bit long-concealed shrike of San Gennaro, mercy.” He kindly offers you a seat
Molly, seated majestically on a table, listened to the moaning of the sea and of newspaper. Ontside, in the shadow and the door of the adjacent pork on a newly flayed and' still bloody
announced she was on board the steam- watched the swift darkness of the of a temple wall, the artist removed butcher, the latter sprang out and sheepskin and hands yon an earthen
jar of milk and a wooden spoon, licking;
boat, bound for Newport, and Bob im- storm as rain hissed through the gorge
the paper, and consigned the stamps to seized him by the collar.
agined himself to be on the Long of the hills and vivid sheets
“I will teach you, wretch, to tamper the latter clean as a special complihis vest pocket.
heels of lightligh
Branch shore, with the aid of a wooden ning illuminatedtheolive groves, where
“They will think I’ve died of cholera with my wares so that nobody will buy ment Should yon arrive on the day
shovel and a toy pail fall of shells.
the branches writhed likeionls in pain. long ago," he mused, in dutiful allusion them,” shouted the butcher. The art- of unwonted plenty, which results from
"I mean to live in the country when In the blotting shadow of the gardens, to his anxious sisters. His quick eye ist believed his honr had come, and the a camel’s death by age or diease, yon
I am married,” announced Katy, who and above the tumult of the tempest, noted a paragraph on the morsal of infuriated man was' about to kill him may preface with the blue, stringy meat
was as sensible as she was pretty, brooded a great fear.
paper, in which the Queen expressed for some imaginary wrong. To expos- a bowl of “brick tea” with salt for*udimpled, and rosy,
“I could not stand it another day,” sorrow for the misfortunes of Naples, tulate would be to add fuel to the gar and rancid fat for cream. The
“I hate the country,” retorted her exclaimed John. With the rising sun the smiling Parthenope, seated on her flames. More than once a complete chiefs little brown girls, who crowd
sister-in-law, y a pale blonde, with a came release. The Frenchman gath- (incomparable bay.
limpness of demeanor had saved him around yon to play with your sash tasfashion magazine open on her knee.
“I have itl" exclaimed Roger Hale. from serious disaster. Suddenly the sels and the fringe of tout turban,
ered arose for his buttonhole; the EnJohn Leggat entered, was welcomed glishman strapped his bag. In the “The Siren Parthenope was there oast butcher snatched up the sausage cake wear a small brass coin imbedded in
shrilly by the children,and imparted tents those sons of toil, the laborers, ashore, and Neapolis was the city of on the bench, brushed by the stranger’s the skin of the forehead,a Turcoman
the news that he was to seek Roger who wait for hire in the world’s mar- Campania, built on the Sinns Carter.” sleeve, thrust the delicacy into his lady’s traditional ornament ever since
ket-places, prepared to move on. Poor He took the next train southward. A hand, and hissed : “Eat it or I will Isaiah denonneed its Hebrew counterpari Bnt with all this hospitality yon
Gennaro, of Naples, and Beppo, from votary at the shrine of beauty, absorbed strangleyoul
•Willingly,” said Roger Hale. “Your
th£ Lucca Hills, onee more gathered in his art, the elusive ideal of perfectheir bundles, while Piedmontese tion now fitted before him on rainbow sausage u excellent.” The butcher
wings toward the Vesuvian Gulf. He
had done nothing. Parthenopeshould
IL— A WJLL-Q’-THK-WI8P.
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When John Leggat reached Nice,
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THE WAX SHOW.
BUI

Njre's

Fanny Experiencewith Stntaee
and People.

to see New York’s great
congress of wax figures and soft statuary carnival. It is quite a success.
The first thing yon do on entering is
I

dropped in

COUNTERFBITKR8 BEWARE.

‘‘The Proper Study of Vaiklnd Is
Lor\ Hit ’I* Again!”
In the early dare of Methodism in SootMan,”
land, a certain congregation, where there
says the illustrious Pope. If he had Included
was but one rloh man, deelred to build a new
chapel. A church meeting was held. The
old rich Scotchman roee and said: “Brethren,
we dinna need a new chapel; I’ll give £5 for

A Michigan Concern Er.JoIne*.

woman Id

the list he would have beeu nearer
the truth, If not so poetloal.Dr. R. V. Pierce
has made them both a life study, especially

repairs.”
Just then a bit of plaster falling from the
to contribute to the pedestal fund. celling bit him on the head.
New York this spring is mostly a large Looking up and seeing how bad It was, he
rectangularbox with a hole in the top, said; “Brethren, Its worse thon I thouoht;
I’ll make It 50 pun*.”
through whicH the genial public is cor•“Oh, Lord," exclaimed a devoted brother
dially requested to slide a dollar tb on a back seat, “bit 1m again!”
There are many human tabernacleswhich
give the Goddess of Liberty a boom.
are In sore need of radical buildingover, but
I was astonished and appalled at the
wo putter and fuss and repair in spots withwealth of apertures in Gotham through out satisfactory results. It Is only when we
which I was expected to slide a dime to are personallyalarmed at the real danger
assist some deserving object. I never that we act independently and do the right
thing. Then It is that wo most keenly revisited a town that offered so many ingret because we did not sooner use our Judgducements for early and judicious in- ment, follow the advice born of the experience of-otkers, and jump away from our
vestments as New kork.

[From tbe BoohesterMorning Herald.]

The followinginjunction has been obtained by the Hop Bitters Company, of
Rochester, N. Y., against Collations D.

woman, and the pcoulliarderangementsto
which her delicate system is liable. Many
women In the land who aro acqua.nted with
Dr. Pierce only through bla “Favorite Prescription,”bless him with all their hearts,
for be has brought them the panacea for all
those chronic aliments peculiarto their sex,
such as leucorrhoea,prolapsus aud other displacements,ulceration, ' Internal fever,’
blotatlng, tendency to Internal cancer, and
other ailments. Price reduced to one dollar.
By
a

druggists.

MALT
BITTERS.

A lxttlk boy came to hla mother recently
and said, “Mamma, I should think that if I
It wiQ cure any case of Liver and Kidney
was made of dust, I would get muddy inside
troubles when properly taken* It is a perfect
when I drink.”
renovator
iuvlgorator.It cleanses the asysyen'
nova tor and Iuvlgorator.
tem of the poisonous humors that developin
Liver*
Kidney
and
Urinary
diseases,
carBlowing Up Hell Gate
But we were speaking of the wax- perils.
all poisonous matter and reThousands of persons who will read this
works. I did not tarry long to notice paragraph are In abject misery to-day, when has boon a laboriousand costly work, but the
1 to a healthy condition,
justiflestbe effort. Obstruction in any
‘ invigorating
the Presidents of the United States thej thight be In a satisfactory condition. end
important channel means disaster. Obstructhe growth to
embalmed in wax, or to listen to the They are weak, lifeless,full of odd aches tions in the organs of the human body bring
ns Class of
band of Mists who furnished music in and pains, and dvery year they know they inevitable disease. They muse be cleared Incases that beria In mere trivial allare getting worse, even though the best docenta,
and
are
too
apt
to
be
neglected
as such.
the winter garden. I ascertainedwhere tors are patching thorn in spots. The origin away, or physical wreck will follow. Keep
the
‘ - courses
-----IF
ver In order, and* the pure 'blood
THOUSANDS
OF
€A81
the chamber of horrors was located, of these aches and pains is the kidneys and through the body, conveying health, strength,
of the worst forms of these terrible diseases
and went there at once. It is lovely. liver, and if they would build these all ovor and life; let It become disordered and the have been quickly relieved and In a short
new
with Warner’ssa'e cure, as millions channels are clogged with Impurities, which
I have never seen a more successful have done, and ctase Investingtheir money
time perfectly
ecUy cared
caret by the use of Hops 4e
aggregation of horrors under one roof in miserably unsuccessful patchwork, they result In disease and death. No other medi- Halt Bitters.
cine equals Dr. Pierce's “Golden Medical DisDo not get Hops and Halt Bitters conwould be weir and bapby. and would bless covery” for acting upon the liver and puri- founded
and at one price of admission.
with Inferiorpreparations of similar
the
day
when
the
Lord
“
hit
’em''
and
IndiIf you want to be shocked at cost or
fyin.7 the blood.
name. Take Nothing but Hops A Malt Bitcated the common-sensecourse for them lo
ten
if you want a sure Cure*
have your pores opened for a merely pursue.— London Pwu.
The young ladles’ best friend- -their looknominal price, and see a show that you
HOPS & HALT BITTERS CO,
ing-glass. Because it always gives them
will nevfer forget as long as you live,
How 4<Chestnuts”Originated.
“aids to reOootion.”
l from f As ItuHanapolU Timet.)
that is the place to find it. I never
In one of the French prisons, immeimportant.
invested my money so as to get so
diately under the supervision of the
When you visit or leave New York City,
large a return for it, because I freperfecture . of police, it is, or was until jave Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and
quently see the whole show yet in the
recent years, a custom for the night stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand From Mr. Horry W. Olmstrsd, Proofreader
Central Depot; 600 elegant rooms lilted up at a
middle of the night, and the cold perof “The Ttaies.”
watchman to drop every half hour a cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
spirationripples down my spinal colupwards
j>er
day.
European
plan.
Elevator,
The
following
letter is encouraging and worthy of
chestnut into a receptacle, which thus
umn just os it did the first time I became a record of duty done or neg- Restaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs, careful perusal,coming, as it does, from so reliable a
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Fami-

* •*

’
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saw it.
lected. It followed that a missing
The chamber of horrors certainly
chestnut became the subject of anxious

furnishesa very durable show. I don’t
thick I was ever more successfullyor
economically horrified.
I • got quite nervous after a while
standing there in the dim religious
light watching the lovely horrors. But
it is the saving of money that I look
at most. I have known men to pay
out thousands of dollars for a« collection of delirium tremens and now-laid
horrors no better than these that vou
get on week-days for fifty cents and on
Sundays for two bits. Certainly New
York is the place jjrhere you can get
your money’s worth.
There are horrors there in that crypt
that are well worth double the price
of the admission. One peculiarityof
the chamber of horrors is that you
finally get nervous when any one
touches you, and you immediately suspect that he is a horror who has come
out of his crypt to get a breath of fresh
air and stretch his legs.
That is the reason I shuddered a
little when I felt a man’s hand in my
pocket. It was so unexpected, and the
surroundingswere suich that I must
have appeared startled. The man was
a stranger to me, though I could see
that he was a perfect gentleman. His
clothes were superior to mine in every
way, and he had a certain refinement
of manners which betrayed his illconcealed Knickerbocker lineage high.
I said: “Sir, you will find my finecut tobacco in the other pocket.”
This startled him so that he wheeled
about and wildly dashed into the arms
of a wax policeman near the door.
When he discovered that he was in the
clutches of a suit of second-hand
clothes filled

with wax he seemed

explanation, which was generally a
falsehood, and like all falsehoods,
stupid. There was naturallya sameness in the explanationsoffered by the
sleepy guard for the absence of his
half-hourly chestnut. These stories became known as chestnuts.It befell
that any dull story not worth repeating
was called a chestnut,as resembling
the chestnut explanations,for stupidity
and lack of cleverness of invention.
This is the true and simple story of the
origin of the ohestnnt expression.—

can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-classhotel in the city.

A New Obleans paper refers editorially
the wonderful restoration to health of
Mr. T. Posey, druggist, 225 Canal street,
that city, who some time ago was prostrated

They are
rll

called plumbers because they gef

“Pat up’’ at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations
at tbe low prioe of $2
and $2.50 per day at tbo Gault House, Chicago. corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator;all (ippointmentsflrst-class.
Hoyt & Gates, Proprietors.

The Akron Bower

is the best In
the world. See advertisement In this paper.
Pipe

Indianapolis. Ind., Oct. 12, 1881.
Dn. David Kennidt, Rondout, N. Y. :
Dkab Sib— For teh yean I hsve been a sufferer
from diseaseof the kidneys, at times so much so
to make life a burden. During this time severalof
the best physiciansin Indiana have treatedmo with
little or no sucoess, until I bad almost despaired of
relief. I then tried several advertisedremedies, but
notbing producedthe desired result until a friend
who had been relieved induced me to give Dr. DAVID
KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY atrial. Idldeo.
takingone bottle I began to experiencerelief. I
took another and was charmed with the result. In
all. I have taken four bottles, and can truly aay I feel
like a new mau. I am confident I am entirelFcured]
as it has been several months since I took the last
Alter

^

Whereas, it has been represented unto
Hon.
Stanley Matthews,and the Hon. Henry B.
Brown, at Detroit, within and for said District, sittingas a Court of Chancery, that
the Justices of oar CircuitCourt, the

you, CollatlnnsD. Warner, aro manufacturing
and selling a medicinenamed German Hop Bitters, in fraudulent imitationof the Hop Bittors made and sold by complainant;yonr sold
medicine being devised, rawutatei/, and <ntrmied to miff Tea ti the pnblio into parohoslng
Buch counterfeit goods aa the manufacture of
the complainant I
Wo, therefore, in oonairteratton of tbe premises, do strictlyenjoin yon, the said Collatinus
D. Warner, and all and every the personsbefore
named, /rom using the words Hop Bittsrs,,
on any fluid* contained in bottles to oe to Induce the belief that snob fluids are made by
complainant;and further, from manufacturing, Belling,or offering for isle any bitters or
other fluids in tbe bottles and with the labels,
and in the general form in which yon were i
nfacturlng and selling th > bitters called by yon
German Hop Bitten, on the ttltng of the bill; or
In imy other bottles, or with any other labels
contrived or designed to repreaent or Induce the
belief thtft ttie bittersor fluids sold by yon^are
the goods of the complainant,until the
order of the Court. • • •
I

Witness,

Tub Hoxoralb MORRISON B. WAITE.

&J

Chief Justice of the United BUtes.
At Detroit, this fifteenthday of July, A D. 1885.
[l.
Walter B, Harsha, Clerk.

Prosecute the Swindlers.
n you^cMl tor
when

Hoj) DUtcrs the Drugglltjianda
out snyt
of Hop* on white lot>el, shun* that Druggists* yon
woulId a viper ; and if he ha« taken your money lot a
bogus stuff, indict him lor the fraud und sue him for
duusgos for the swindle,and we will reward yon liberally for the conviction.
Bee U. B. Court Injunction against C.D. Warner,
Reading, Mich., and all his salesmen, agent*, druggists, and other imitators.
If

Prevention Better than Care. -Bexcarel
r You
Your Dtinktng water.
"Cholera!" Beware! Filter
Eminent Physiciansdeclare that c
rvaiionhas
determined
the use ot i:
____ _ _ ym that
* to
-Mssl..
maybe ascribedthe exli
existenceof Bum:
MalarialAffeoUonFeve:rs.Diarrhc8s,J
.......
era, and a host
of other diseases. Bt learned In
(THE PEHFECTIONFILTER «j
supplies Hie meet.
Mu.) No household should be without it
It. Heavily
nickel-elated, fits any ^fouceticoUj be takenapart

nraaMM

n

....

.........

.

wd

forc^If no* MUi?actory*aftera* da^triJ!oau be returned and money will bo refunded. Bent securely

by an excruciatingattack of sciatica. After
much suffering his wife applied St Jacobs
Oil, which cured him promptly and entirely.

Red Star
4

TRAD

e\^7 MARC

WlHhingyoulongbto

and thanking

you for
iY

W. OLMBTEAD.

tl'tnlof nt
Clever 8*«d

far
Is

merkel t.

OMK

uttcb

^-r— w.

I

_______
mperif that
felt or imperil,
that the “FavoriteRemedy" does Invigor. te tbs blood,cares ___
__ Kidney
____ __ and Bladder
Liver,
wmiwaiuiK,
complaints,as well
won aa
aa uiuso
those aiaeaaca
diseases and
ana weaKncssrs
weakncMHen
__

Important to Scientists.

^cu^r^fe^es^^om-druRitiatharit;

“Just look at this coin. It is more
than a hundred years old,” remarked
Mrs. Yorger to Kosciusko Murphy.

“That’s nothing. I’ve got one at
home that’s a great deal older than
that. It’s more than 2,000 years old.”
“Look here. When you lie, why
don’t you lie so it will sound probable ?
Don’t you know it is utterly impossible

be 2,000 years old?” observed Mrs. Yerger, pleasantly.
“Why is it impossible?”
“Because this is only 1885. In fifteen or twenty years from now yon may
have a coin 2,000 years old. A coin
could not have been made before the
beginning of time.”— Texas Siftings.
for a coin to

Wherever Malaria Exists,

as “drinking saloons,”

The

fOUGHfURE

if not,

send

Best in

World

the

THEMAN

the

to

8 Tea

Absolutely
Free from Opiates,Emetics and Poisons.

For Coach*. Soro Throat, Hoaroeae**, Inflnean,
Cold*. Bronchitis, Croup, Whooping Cough,
Asthma, Qnlnsr, Pain* la Chest, »ndoUitr
Affection* of the Throat end Lung*.
Price SO cent* a bottle.Sold by Drngglitsand Dealer*. J\uiU$vnableto induce tMr dealer to promptly
get U for them will receive two bottUeJSxprcu charges
va id, by tendingone dollar to
Owner*

ud Mtnubcturen. .
Btltlmore, lirruad.V

Wai^gto^S^eet
Chicago.

p

|

111.

for every Expos!

Bute and
GENTS WANTED tion,
County
the

A,

DO NOT FORGET
Perry Davis’ Pain Killer

bilious are its certain prey. In intermittent
remittent fever, dumb ague and ague eakc,

A

and

JONtSk* periite Self kl-for Am
Fri«* Uei aMaileajkl* M**t aad

fg Qf|Q|(

Fair In

S.

Wages Bet lea.

900

219

THE CHARLES A. YOCKLXR COXPAIT,
Sol*

trap Atxi

h,a:^£rvi,tr

A PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CURE

United Ktates to sell the Only Self BtltcfiTaking
EmbroideringMachine. Bend HU for sample
.Machineand terms to agents,to Automatic Hug
Machine Co., Mo rend, Mich. Patented June 30,
itftfi. The beat selling machine in United HUtes.

$3.50

jgSSk R.U. AWARE

For in ELE61NT

WATCM

the

But

THAT

liver Is always seriously affected,and the
blood contaminated with bile. One of the chief
reasons why Hostettcr's Stomach Bitters Is snob
a sure defense against chills and fever and every
form of malarial disease, is, that it does away
with liabilityto the disease, by reforming Irregularity of the biliary organ in advance of the
ring was a real diamond, and it flew up arrival of the season when the disease fs prevaThere is no finer fortifying preparative
and struck me across the ear in such a lent.
for those about visitingor emigrating to a lolifelikemanner that my ear is still hot, cality where the miasma-taint exists. There is
and there is a roaring in ray head that no certain immunity from disease in an endenro
or epidemic form, to bo securedby the use ot
sounds very disagreeableindeed.
the average tonics and anti-spasmodlcs.But
where quinine fails the Bitters succeeds both in
ireventlng and .curing.Moreover,it removes
Druuken Chicago Women.
every vestige of dyspepsia, and overcomes conOf course I will apologizeto the fair stipation, rheumatism, inactivity of the kidsex for speaking of the “refreshment neys and bladder, and tranquillizes and
strengthensthe nervous system.
rooms” of popular confectioneryshops

Lorlllard’s Climax Plug
Navy

Clippings, and that Lortllard’* Hnufls, ars
and cheapest,qualityconaltf-rwl ?

the bast

Agents Wanted ro>

Lift)

and Deedit of

Paper

in tlie

Country One Year,

Newman. CoUiurr’a work

is indorsedby Grant’smost
Intimate friends. Rend for extra terms to agents. Address National PiihliNlitnirCo.. CHICAGO.111.

POUNIfP
BetoUfallyIllaelnMCaU'en*
and
Coer* UNtroan*. *
faebloaplaUe. IIliMtrtUo**
a*4
»f lien. Helmeti, Cq*. Pewhee,
,

Dum

.

The Work Was Approved.

.

Lees,

“Pat, did yon say you had worked for
Father Donovan ?”
“Oi did, sur.”
“And did he approve what you did

L

him?”
“He niver said a word agin it, sur.
“That’s saying a goodi deal, for Father Donovan wasn’t the man to be si
lent in the presence of anything thlt
met his disapproval. What was the
nature of the work yon did for him?”

price*
Belli

,

JfjfiiSJtsI*.Oo“i CeUSTse

0. Ilea*.

OroenMU. Baa* es4 Procee-

BULLETIN

for

BOARD

Hamilton'sPat. Display cnart,

f

HWHi jm'l&Sl'l

“An’ it piaze ye, Oi was sixton of Kil
rain Church, an’ Oi dug his grave.”—

Yonkers

Gazette.

M

Sunday Dinner.
“Icecream?” observed Brigg%at the
is what I call
boarding-house.“That is
an oasis in the desert”
“It is more like a dessert in the
oasis,” remarked the thin boarder.—

Wb guarantee the speedy, painless,and
permanent cure, without knife, caustic, or
salve, of the largest pile tumors. Pamphlet
and references sent for two letter sumps.
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tms pancakes eaten at Yasoar College In
one year would make a column <eight miles
high, if piled one upon another. There's

r to now in ito __ _
and humorous paper 1
at lassespac* of nt

80S
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

^^Sm9SESS3nS

CUIC0ISffiSSS»
m

K.

of

-srs

ihut.
isr
CO.. IQ Washington Sti. Chicago

DAVIS A

.

bltuatuiuio

tLEtiRAPHY ftfflsLrgscgg
hAUetUtt.
9 VALENTINE BEOS.. Janesville,Wis.
a

Every Merchant Wants One.

AGENTB WANTED. B>nd

tor circulars and’--***"
’prices. ;

JTo. 32-H5

C.N.U,

.i

HAMILTON & KATZ,
TWO

FREE

KTVKUfl. WIN.

In

this paper.

;SEEl) DB1LL
(X>.. PA.

high education for you.

Socialist’sParadise.

cTwarm,1 an?SSji
tor one^ssr^Tha

Price, 25 cts., 50 eta. and SIAM) per Bottle.

New York Graphic.

Mbksman’r Peptonized Be :r Tonic, the
only preparationof beef oonti lining Us en
In Tokio a man with ah income of a tire nutrltloius properties. It cpnUina bloodthousand dollars a year is considered a making, force generating,and Ife sustaining
properties;Invaluable for indigestion,dyswealthy man, and a peasant or farmer pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
who has $100 laid by for a “rainy day” general debility; also, A all enfeebled condiia ranked almost among the capitalists tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervof his district. But in all the empire
is estimated that there are less than

A

The President of the United States of Amer*
ica to Collatinus D. Warner, of Reading,
Mich, his servants, workmen, salesmen,
"and agents, and each and every of them:

:

u

tbe plums.

get fooled at a wax show. Every
day a wax figure is taken for a live
man, and live people taken for wax. I
took hold of a waxen hand in one corner of the winter garden to see if the

more wine and give them all the apollinairis and lemon theyll drink, and
send ’em home at the proper time.”—
Chicago letter.

Bitters:"

to

to

but such they certainly are, and if any
one will take pains to tost the truth of
this statement he’ll find an extraordinary demand for hansoms and gurneys m front of the|p places late in the
afternoon of any pleasant day. “Cabby” knows his business and says nothing. He’s been there before. He dis
charges his fair patron at her own
door in as comfortable a manner as
possible, while a “sick .headache” prevents the lady from appearing with the
family at the tea-table. If the sexes
were reversed the verdict would be
“the old man is drunk.” But in this
case “ma is worn out with shopping.”
#I.have seen young ladies scarcely
out of their teens emerging from these
places in a state of inebriety that
verged upon total, obliviousness. A
restaurateur told me that his best
paying customers were ladies of wealth
and position,who could afford a private
room and the best wine his house afforded. “Why,” said he, “I’ve had as
many as ten ladies at one time in my
upper parlors, none of them able to
walk across the room. What do I do
with ’em? Let’em alone, refuse them

source,unsolicited.It contains facts of great value

man Hop

lies

Memphis Avalanche.

be greatly annoyed, and strode rapidly The
and
away.
But it is remarkable to see the people the

and res&urants

INTERERESTIN6 LETTER

Warner, of Reading, Michigan, prohibiting
him from manufacturingor selling“Ger-

PATENT'S,®
HAGAN’S

1

rro.#
into
ONLeY!

i

'

Beast.

Magnolia Balm
is

Mustang Liniment is older thin

wonderful record for
87 000 000

—

Man and

V _£v:
of the Bible
»

a

secret aid to beat

Many

ness to

more every year.

not

KSiiliS

sya

Zk
mw

^

^

it,

tell,

by the drink at
the old price.
I

a lady

ost men,
men, and used more and
most

-

........

owe

who w<

and

jw*

i

fiT.

W. «.

®. ^ai«tt.

$12,000.00

Continued from last week.

“Sweet Land of Liiorty."

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.
CURS P

BY REV.

DAVIS.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

In October, 1885, tllfe Grind Jury of

New York

declared that nearly ill the

cues of homicide pissed upin by them
were committed in drinking saloons when

lily

Ihe actors were under the Influenceof

wrong drink. Dr.

Goods, Clothing, Gents’ Fmnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoes.

Harris, Correspond-

ing Secretary of the Prison Association,
sayi that of the seventeen cases of

murder

eparatelyexamined by him fourteen were
Instigatedby intoxicating drinks.

But the

of prisons and courts are

costs

losset entailed by the

and

alone the jails

same cause. Not

POWDER

penitentiaries,
but the

poor houses and 'hospitals. Besides there

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices.

'

•

Ladies are invited to

and examine the stock of

call

Absolutely Pure.

are cast upon the public and private char-

thousandsof helpless
women and children— children* to whom
ities of our country,

Thl§ powder never varle«.i !A mirvel of purity,
•trenjrth and wbolepomeneM.More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot he Bold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short

are transmittedall the vicious traits of

character which their father had bought

SkJt”

from Demon Alcohol,and whose business
it

‘

i

And Winter

small compared to the other expenses and

sisr.tiysrfflo*

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints, i Dress Petterns.

wMx

'S

tutts

will be as their lather’s has been, to

prey upon society— a powder-house,destroying peace. And instead of contribut-

In large

A.3ST3D

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

ing something to society,as he should do

and

for the peace

from

it,

he

protection

ILLS

receives

he claims the libertyto do

he

as

pleases,even though he please to rent his

property—if he be fortunate enough to

25 YEARS IN U>E.

possess any— for the licensed,yet unlaw

The GreatestMedical Triumph of the Age!

purpose of liquor vending and

ful

Holland, Mich., Jan.

prosti-

become

or still Ipwer to

a

his time,

then to prey upon society until he slips in

state’s

Genuine

inclinationto exertion of body or wind,
Irritability of tempor. Low spirits, with
a feeling of haring neglected eeme doty,
Wearlnese,Dlxxlneas, Flattering at the
Heart, Dote before the eyee, Headache
over the right eyo, Beatlesineja, with
fitful dreams. Highly colored Urine, nod

squander his means, ant

to eternitythrough

some pauper house or

is

sins.

\

at

to
___
Ished . and
nonriihed
the Ulcestlre

body

Protect your Children.

The season

is

TUTTS
HAIR
Gray Hai*
Whisk***

'summer com-

by

The most

nized remedy for

effecient

all dealers in

medicines.

27-tf

lawyer or

I

Goods,

loll

and Re-sawing

done on short notice.

Stairs,

of
.-W-T

ud complete line
___
1 t~H

_

Hand Railing, Sasn
MOUldlngS,

blinds,

•UvOaDj dlAiUPf dlhvUlUllAgO)

I

Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

always on band.

LIVER;

action to the Li Yei

r™:*

of buildings, fin

i^80^^11^8^11’
ished and completed.

Secure Healthy

and

a first-class physician

relieveall bil*
Jone trouble*.
HoGrt^af.Woi 25c. All Crs wids

1

—

—

made and

---

VWVM

Dealer in the leading dais of agricnltnralimplements,
Saw Stills,
AAJVUWa such as Engines, Threshers,
MW fc , WWW

'"Srgszz

first-class

must study bard
is

no

his life

through. There

must be even more

studious

than he was during his preparatory train-

ing.

be

If

ceases to study, or gives

up

see them.

study as a daily habit, he is bound to fall

behind while his more industrious com-

.

the rear.

_____

.of Renville,

14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

T* TJTFTD

every occupation. The study of the boy

work
valu-

able profit he

habit

,

,

Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
and Minne-

J

adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of cattie. and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
/-Vi- * T> __ 111. __
/xvi rUiT/wirrsi
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
| Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
lapolis, is finely
I

Bat so it is in every professionand in

and the most
can get from it is the

!

cffjr
to sell to
thejpi
public 34,000 acres
counties
. .........
...
.. of
.. land in the
....

1
OT
XXHl J

Holland, June

he must do as a man,

12-ly

gmt

_
B.

and further in

simply introduces him to the steady

B. WILMS.

ands are only about 100 miles west of St. Jraul
Goods delivered free of cAarpe. lands
Paul

petitorsdrive ahead of him, and his place
is pretty sure to be further

22,

proveinent on all other

after he has been admitted to the bar or to

practice he

Holland, April

27, 1888.

,m igyj|j|| §[T[|£||j|ENT |f| MINNESOTA
lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
Frederiksen & Co., Prins & Zwanehburg
which they give. Call and
Th„, tap,

no end to his
how long he lives; and

let up, tnl there is

work, no matter

Holland, May

Needle Gas Lamp.

man

physician a

1885.
PETER

n ate himself either a first-class

lawyer or a

!

all

surgeon, In the general acceptance of the

term?" To

ir

,

mtsum

youngman in N*w Hampshire: "Which
, requires the most study, to make a firstclass

,

|
_
CROCKERY

NVw York.

VRBBmnus

The following question is asked us by a

kinds

ess Goods, Table Linens, Planing

A

A Lazy Yankee Youth.

'

WYNH0FF

-

Wnlli

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the dlflerentkinds of pnmps.pipe and Iron.

Estimates given for

White

Drm

Etc., in endless variety.

SSWMuWt.

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Sold by

Wilms’ Celetmtet Wooden

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

the store of

Skirts, Hosiery,

and recog-

Dr. Schouten’s

this is

Di

or
t—
— Glossy Black by a single application of

plaints and malignantdiarrhoea often with
fatal results.

B

T" nlc A<

prod

upon us when children es

peciallyare attacked

by their

WILMS

Manufacturerof

Dry Goods & Groceries,

They.

(To be Continued.)

H.

IF.

going on in the Block of

CONSTIPATION.

prison leaving a destitute,helpless

L^-

Cyclone

family to suffer the sad consequences of
his

S

;

patron of the

“BusinessMan’s" bar, with the liberty to
waste

22, 1885,

Loan of appetite,Bowels costive,
the bead, with a dull sensation la the

to become a ‘'Business Man" and

deal out death to his fellow men for gold

GET BEST BARO-AIUS
E. T. Harrin^toxi.

and

TORPIDUVER,*

tution. Or, descending still lower in the
scale,

EAR/LY

COIMHE]

_

I

of study and of thorough preparation for

whatever he undertakes. His labor of
preparation is as mere child’splay in
parison with that which

man,

If

is

com-

first-classman is the

one who htt the greatest capacity tor
work and the no t fixed determinationto
perfect himself in what be has to do.
Therefore it promises

ill

for this

Hampshire young man that he
ly

is

New

will exact least

SODA

Beat inthoVforlcL m\ATmiv

work from him. Such

a

__def

the softest place in life indicates that he
is unfit to

-

H. WYKHUYSEN,

dispositionto shirk labor and to hunt for

«"

tt

Ad

thrive

l*<*

7

vvm fVTiYTTTiix In

SHCOICS.

win highrank in any profession.

^

^ ^
.1

Y

GROVER BAUD SE1ED|«.

evident-

looking but for the profession which

*

QTTA1PC!

Iowa

upon these lands and compare favorably with any proJDvUJLld Qb tfJlw
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
.1 _ 1 *
__ __
WT
n 1 /inn rvn no/i /»n£»QY\
cities, command a high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap.
incially,during
the first ^eaj.sr the building
among which are the celebrated We will help, financially,
durino
X* ^ ^ mmv.xav v>*i
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.

before him as a

he is to be first-class in any direc-

tion. In general, the

9

TJrtAffiC?

per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in

Olivia, Mr.

!

_

*

1

t

•

T. Haim, our agent, will show these

“

The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
|G. Hoeksema, pastor. Muskegon ; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
Holland; W. <J. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.

The workman who does no more than he
is

Repairing promptly and neatly

compelled to do, who works only under

the liab of necessity,never gets ahead in
his

employment.

It

to make themselves useful,never begrudg-

‘ Silverware, Platedware,

ing their labor, that formerly they pushed

did not meaeure their work against

and give

only so

much

for

so

much, but went about what they were set
to

for

them successes lost by those who
more service than their em-

rendered no

ployers could exact from them.
Never, young man, give
ply because

it

is too hard,

up work

sim-

I tlso

keep on hand a

full line of

Spectacles!
My

stock of

is

unsurpassedin

this city.

and never reject

that the highest happiness and the
'

greatest satisfactionare found in honest

v

^ ^
.1

Coat* im Mid

SM my Stock. Watckcs
«a

tkort notice.

/

•

will give

.i
they
full

n 1

find

_
—I— ^
the foregoing to

'

-

.1

_

__

information. -

*

Vs, 4-mv/t on/1

4-Viaf f’.nAU

be^true, and that they
#

return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,
no. 4<Ceighth STREET. and 'Orange City, to our lands, we sell for ten dollars
E. HEROLD, only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884. management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.

SILVERWARE

Particular attention is called to the fact
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